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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) is a well-known

technique in the area of electroanalytical chemistry because
of its high sensitivity and low detection limit. It has been
explored thoroughly and was applied to many analytical
problems during 1960-1970s. Its unique accumulation procedure,
combined with the stripping step, enables it to directly

analyze metals at ppb (parts per billion) and sub-ppb levels.

The preconcentration step involves the reduction of a metal
ion to the elemental metal, usually at a hanging mercury drop
electrode (HMDE). During the stripping procedure, a positive

direction potential scan is applied to the electrode to
oxidize the amalgam and produce a current which is related to
the bulk metal ion concentration.
There are two prerequisites for a metal to be analyzed
successfully by ASV: 1) a proper reduction potential; and 2) a
high solubility in mercury. Therefore, ASV can only be applied

to Cu(II), Bi(III), Te(IV), Tl(I), In(lll), cd(Il), Pb(II),
Sn(II), and Zn(II). in most natural water samples, the
concentration of Bi(IH), Sn(II), Te(IV), T1(I), and In(Ill)

is often too low to be detected by ASV without additional
preconcentration prior to the analysis. Comparatively, the

concentrations of Pb(II), Cd(II), Cu(II), and Zn(II), though

2

low, are found at detectable levels in natural waters. As a
result, it is usually these four metals that have been

directly determined most often by ASV1,2.

Adsorptive Stripping Voltammetry
General
Although ASV provides a sensitive tool for trace

analysis, its applicability is limited, and therefore, efforts
have been made to develop alternative preconcentration methods

which do not involve the formation of an amalgam. Some metals
can be transformed into insoluble compounds at the electrode

surface, which can lead to another type of deposition of

metal. The accumulation process can also be accomplished
through ion exchange with a resin on the electrode or by

formation of a surface-active complex with a ligand. The
adsorptive accumulation has high sensitivity and widespread

applicability, so it has received more attention recently.

Deposit accumulation is similar to adsorption, but it is only
suitable for a few metals. Ion exchange is less sensitive
compared to other two methods, and not convenient for use
since a solid electrode is needed.
adsorption process has been noted in many
polarographic studies3-4. In most cases the adsorption was

considered an interference and blamed for many unusual

results. Some compounds actually increased the polarographic

current due to the adsorption of excess analyte on the

3
electrode surface5. However, it is not possible to further

exploit this current enhancement using a polarographic
technique because the short-life of a dropping mercury
electrode prevents extended adsorptive accumulation. The
tendency of certain analytes to absorb at electrodes has

resulted in the development of adsorptive stripping
voltammetry (AdSV).

In the last decade, most of the progress seen in
voltammetry has been the result of chemical, rather than
instrumental aspects. A new analytical approach utilizes the

adsorption of a metal complex, rather than the reduction of
the analyte, at the electrode surface during the

preconcentration step. This change in the accumulation mode

has mow made voltammetry applicable to more than thirty
elements.
The difference between AdSV and ASV is shown in Figure 1.
In the former, the analyte M“+ combines with ligand L to form a

complex MLn+ in the bulk solution. The complex is then absorbed
on the surface of the electrode during the preconcentration

step. It is assumed that the adsorbate has a monolayer
structure on the surface because of the low concentration of

the metal in the bulk solution. All of the adsorbed complexes
undergo a reduction or oxidation reaction simultaneously by
aPPlyin? a potential scan, which produce a current peak
quantitatively related to the analyte concentration.

In addition to current enhancement, the adsorption of

Anodic Stripping
Voltammetry
Mn++ ne"

Mn++ ne"

Adsorptive Stripping
Voltammetry

Mn++L—’ MLn1^-MLn

Preconcentration

L + M(n"m)+—

Stripping

Figure 1.
Comparison of anodic stripping voltammetry and
adsorptive stripping voltammetry.

5
electroactive species can have other complex effects on the

voltammetry. These effects depend on the reactants, products,
nature of the adsorbed species, strength and potential
dependence of the adsorption, type of supporting electrolyte,
and the voltammetric waveform employed. The following

discussion attempts to describe briefly the nature of these

effects and to assess their analytical implications.
To be measured by AdSV, a metal ion should be capable of

forming a complex which is both surface-active and has a
reduction potential within the electrochemical window of a
nsrcury electrode. This is easily satisfied for several
reasons: 1) most metals can form complexes with a wide variety

of ligands; 2) the reduction potential of the complex can be
adjusted through the choice of ligand and analytical
conditions ; and 3) ligands which contain benzene rings or

double bonds are usually surface active. As a result, AdSV can
analyze most of the important main-group and transition metals
with the detection limits at sub—nanomolar levels and the

applicability of this new technique continues to expand. Also,
any oxidation state can be studied because of complexation.

The formation of complex not only extends the range of

application, it also improves the electrochemical properties
those metal ions which are easily hydrolyzed, polymerized,

subject to the formation of intermetallic compounds.

Theory
The behavior of the complex at the electrode surface can

6
be understood by examination of the theory of adsorption. For

a metal complex, the adsorption process at the electrode
surface can be expressed as

MLb’‘ML*

(1.1)

where MLy is the complex in the bulk solution and ML, is the
complex adsorbed at the electrode surface. The chemical
potential of a complex in the electrode/solution interface can

be expressed as

(1.2)

~ P « + RTln (c^,)

where /x, is the chemical potential of the complex at the

surface; g°, is the chemical potential of the complex at the

standard concentration and temperature; and,

, is the

concentration of complex at the electrode surface. Also, the
chemical potential of a complex in the bulk solution can be

expressed as
Mb — M b "*■ RTln (Cml b)

where

(1.3)

is the chemical potential of the complex in the bulk

solution; i?b is the chemical potential of the complex in the

bulk solution at the standard concentration and temperature;
and' cML,b is the concentration of the complex in the bulk

solution. If

> nif then the complex will move from the bulk

solution to the surface spontaneously, i.e., adsorption will
occur. This will continue until pb =

and dynamic equilibrium

has been established between the complex adsorbed and that in

the bulk solution. At equilibrium,

7

(1.4)

where A^° = m0.- M°b and

is the adsorption coefficient of the

complex ML. Equation 1.4 indicates that the concentration on
the surface depends on the concentration in the bulk solution.

It is assumed that all metal ions are complexed because of a
much higher concentration of the ligand, that the

concentration of ligand and complex are uniform throughout the
solution and that every adsorption site is equivalent. The
surface concentration can be obtained using an expression
similar to that for a Langmuir adsorption isotherm

Ari/r -

—
1 ♦KlCL+KltiCML

(1.5)

is the maximum number of moles adsorbed on the

where

surface; KL is the adsorption coefficient of the free ligand;
and, CL is the bulk concentration of the free ligand.
The concentration of complex in the bulk solution is

usually very low, about IO10 -IO7 M, for the application of

is very small, i.e., KMLCML« 1 and

AdSV and thus

KlCl, and Equation 1.5 is simplified to
r

= YMAXKMLCML

(1.6)

1 *KlCl

This indicates that the concentration of the adsorbed complex
is linear with the bulk solution. Such a linear relationship
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provides the basis for quantitative analysis by AdSV.
There are two approaches to improve the sensitivity of
AdSV: 1) large area of electrode surface (large rm.,) ; and 2)

large adsorption coefficient. For an ordinary HMDE, the

maximum area of the mercury drop is about 0.03 cm2, use of such

a large drop reduces the mechanical strength and the drop is

easily knocked off during stirring. The maximum coverage of
analyte on this type of electrode will be around IO'10—10*9

mole/cm2 6, depending on the molecular weight (size) of the
complex and its orientation on the surface.

For a given electrode, the sensitivity can also be

enhanced with a ligand that offers a large K^. On the other
hand, the adsorption coefficient will also influence the range

of linearity between the surface concentration and bulk

concentration, as shown in Figure 2. The linear range will be
lower as the adsorption coefficient is increased, although
sensitivity will also increase at the same time. For example,
the linearity is adequate up to a bulk concentration of 10‘7 M

if K<5 x 105. The upper limit decreases to about 1O"8 M as the

adsorption coefficient increases to 5 x 10*. Hence, a complex
with a high adsorption coefficient is capable of high

sensitivity but a narrow linear range.
There are several factors which influence the adsorption

equilibrium. A low solubility of complex in the bulk solution

tends to promote strong adsorption. The solubility is usually

4E-11

4E-10

3E-11

3E-10

2E-11

2E-10

1E-11

1E-10

0

1E-07

2E-07

3E-07

4E-07

5E-07

Cml(M)
Figure 2. Effect of adsorption coefficient on the

relationship between surface concentration and bulk
concentration.

(1)

5 x 105 and (2)

5 x io6. rMAX=

1 x 10* mole/cm2, KL=5 x 104, and CL=1 x IO"4 M.

(m o le /c m 2)

(m o le /c m 2)
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determined by the molecular or ionic composition and
structure. Highly polar groups, such as carboxylic acid, are

more soluble in aqueous solution and lead to less adsorption.

On the other hand, nonpolar groups like benzene rings promote
adsorption. Adsorption is also facilitated by a planar
configuration of the complex, so most available ligands

contain benzene or a double bond moiety.
A second factor is the coulometric interaction between

the electrode and the analyte. A mercury electrode can possess
a positive or negative charge at different potentials. The

potential of zero charge (PZC) is located at an applied
potential of ca. -0.5 V in 0.1 M KC16. At potentials more

negative than the PZC, the electrode surface has a negative
charge, and at more positive potentials there is a positive

surface charge. The adsorption could be enhanced by
coulometric attraction between an ionic complex and a charged

electrode. The result of these factors on the AdSV response

depends on numerous experimental conditions, as will be
discussed in the following sections.

The current in AdSV is proportional to the complex
concentration on the electrode surface, i.e.,

i=srML

(1.7)

where i is the current and s is the sensitivity. Combination

of Equation 1.7 with 1.6 gives

11

1

*m<x

^mJmax Cyt

(1*8)

A plot of 1/i vs. 1/Cjkl should be linear unless deviations
from Langmuir adsorption occur. The Y-intercept is related to

the maximum current which corresponds to saturation coverage
of the electrode, and the slope depends on the adsorption

coefficient and the maximum current.

Complexes in Adsorptive Stripping Voltammetry
Since the complex adsorbed at the electrode consists of
both a metal ion and a ligand, electrochemical reaction of

either one could occur depending on the direction of the
potential scan. Usually, the potential is scanned in a
negative direction to produce a reduction current and this is

called cathodic stripping voltammetry (CSV). The current may

be used for quantitation of the complex only if it is specific
for the absorbed complex.

For those elements with reduction potentials more
positive than hydrogen evolution, it is preferable to directly

measure the reduction current generated by the metal. The
current is specific to the metal and suffers less interference

from other metals. The standard reduction potential for the
reduction

+ qe -

(1.9)

is E°, and M-* represents metal ion and P*1 represents product
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ion. Assuming a ligand L forms a 1:1 complex with both M"+ and

P”+, the corresponding reduction is
MLn+ + qe- = PL”+

(1.10)

The stability constants for these complexes are 0^ and 0PL,

respectively. If both complexes are adsorbed on the electrode
surface, the reduction potential shifts by about

-log (KmlÆml/KplÆpl) due to the effects of complexation and
adsorption. K^AiL is usually larger than KPL0PL due to the
higher positive charge of M™+, resulting in potential shift in

a negative direction.

For the elements with extremely negative reduction
potentials, the reduction current will be masked by that of

hydrogen evolution. In that situation, quantitation will

depend on the reduction of the ligand rather than the metal.

The ligand usually has double bonds which may undergo
reduction in one or more steps. If the complexed metal has a

strong interaction with the ^-electrons, it may shift the
reduction potential of the ligand, producing a new current
peak. This new peak is caused by the reduction of the ligand,
but its magnitude is related to the metal concentration. It is
difficult to anticipate the direction and extent of the

potential shift because no data is available about the
interaction between the n-electron and metal in such

complexes.
Reduction of the Metal in the Complex

A large number of applications are based on the reduction
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of the metal in the adsorbed complex7. If a metal can form a
complex with ligand and shift its reduction potential into the

analytical window for the mercury electrode, that metal can be
analyzed with this approach. Furthermore, methods based on

metal reduction are more sensitive, probably due to the small
size and less competitive adsorption of the free ligand.
An example is dimethylglyoxime (DMG), which was first

employed by Pihlar8 to develop an AdSV procedure for the

simultaneous determination of nickel and cobalt. DMG forms a
complex with nickel or cobalt and the planar structure and
double bonds allow the complex to adsorb on the electrode. In

an ammonia buffer solution (pH 9.2), the nickel- and cobaltDMG complex accumulate at -0.7 V vs. Ag/AgCl and produce

cathodic peaks at -1.0 and -1.18 V during the cathodic

potential scan. DMG represents an ideal ligand for AdSV in

that it is sensitive, specific, and stable. A low detection
limit of 5 ppt (parts per trillion) is easily reached with a
1-min preconcentration, compared with 50 ppt and 8 ppt

obtained by ICP or electrothermal AAS9. The method responds to
only nickel and cobalt under the stated conditions with no

interferences from other metals. Many applications and
variation of the method have been reported10"13.

Another widely used ligand is catechol which has been
exploited by van den Berg14-'8 for the determination of trace
metals in sea water. For example, catechol forms a CuLj2"
complex with copper at pH 7.7 and produces a cathodic peak for
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the reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(0)14. The adsorptive collection

of the copper-catechol complex offers improvement in
sensitivity and speed compared to analogous measurements by

ASV. Catechol also forms complexes with the metals which are
not measurable with ASV, such as iron15. At pH 6.9, iron forms

a 1:2 complex with catechol and accumulates on the electrode
at a potential of -0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The subsequent potential
scan generates a reduction peak between -0.35 to -0.4 V.
Similar procedures have been described for antimony16,
vanadium , and uranium18. Catechol can combine with several

metals, so it is not specific and may suffer interference from

other metals. Unfortunately, catechol is unstable in aqueous
solution due to the oxidation by dissolved oxygen.
Several other ligands have been used successfully in the

development of highly sensitive AdSV methods. Some examples

include oxine for molybdenum19, lead, cadmium, copper20 and
uranium ; troplone for tin22 and molybdenum23; mandelic acid for

titanium24; and, aminopyrrolidine dithiocarbamate (APDC) for
zinc25. The detection limits are usually at the io-10 M level ;

however, a value of ca. 10uM was reported for copper, zinc,
and titanium.

All of these methods involve a controlled adsorptive

collection of the metal complex at the HMDE, which allows a

detection

at the nanomolar level and the direct

determination of the metal in natural water.
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Reduction of the Ligand in the Complex

The methods which utilize ligand reduction usually have

lower sensitivity than metal reduction methods. The most
widely used ligands are azo and quinone type dyes which are

surface active due to their extra double bonds. Free ligands

can cause highly competitive adsorption on the electrode, and
further depress the sensitivity of voltammetric response. The
reduction peak of complex is often located on the shoulder of

the free ligand peak and is not well separated. In order to
minimize these drawbacks, the concentration of ligand is

usually low, about lO^M, which may lead to incomplete
complexation of the metal. Moreover, the reduction peak

potential is not specific to the metal and may suffer the

interferences from other metals. However, the reduction of
ligand is convenient for metals with extremely negative
reduction potentials such as Al, Mn and some of the rare

earths.

Both hydroxyazo and anthraquinone dyes have double bonds
and benzene rings which enhance the adsorption of the ligand
and the complex. The azo and quinone double bonds gain two

electrons which results in a current peak during the
reduction. In the presence of a metal ion, the complexed

ligand is reduced at a potential more negative than the free

ligand. The reduction current of complexed ligand is thus
related to the metal concentration .

A reduction current for azo dye was observed in early
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polarographic studies26, and was used to analyze metals
complexed with the dye. The use of azo dyes in AdSV has been

exploited by Wang et al. An example is the determination of
aluminum based on the adsorption and reduction of a Solochrome

Violet RS (SVRS) complex27. In acetate buffer (pH 4.5)
containing 1 x IO-6!! SVRS, two peaks are seen at -0.49 and 0.61 V due to the reduction of the free dye and complex after

a 1-min accumulation at -o.l v vs. Ag/Agcl. When the

accumulation is carried out at -0.45 V, only a single peak at
-0.61 V for the reduction of the adsorbed complex was

observed. This current is enhanced at longer accumulation

time, indicating a spontaneous adsorption of the Al-SVRS
complex. A detection limit of ca. 0.15 ppb (5.5 nM) for 10-min

preconcentration can be achieved. other schemes have been
developed for the determination of thorium28 by mordant blue T;
manganese29 by er iochrome black T; yttrium30 and zirconium31 by
SVRS; and, rare earths32 by o-cresol-phthaleinthalexone.

Although methods using similar ligands can be employed for the

measurement of metals with more positive reduction potentials,
such as gallium33, titanium34, uranium35, and iron36, the

sensitivities are less than those of the corresponding methods

based on the metal reduction.
Alizarine Red 5 (ARS) represents another type of ligand,
although it is only utilized to analyze aluminum37. Free ARS

shows a cathodic peak at -0.63 V vs. Ag/AgCl related to the
reduction of anthraquinone at a pH of 7.1. In the presence of
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aluminum, a peak corresponding to ARS stabilized by
complexation appears at -1.17 V. The adsorption of Al/ARS
complex onto the electrode increases with collection time up

to 3 minutes and then decreases because of the interference of
hydrogen wave caused by the adsorption of free ARS. This

method is more sensitive, with a detection limit of 1 nM for

about 1-min collection, than the method using SVRS.

The methods which are based on ligand reduction require
good resolution between the peaks for free ligand and complex.

The potential shift of the complex depends on the stability of
the metal-ligand complex, which can be calculated from

~l°g(KmlÆml/Kmp^mp) (Kml and KMP are the adsorption coefficients,

3ml and 3mp are the stability coefficients of the reactant and

product complex). The adsorption potential is usually selected
to be between the free ligand and complex peaks in order to

eliminate the interference of free ligand reduction.

Generally, the detection limits of these methods are about 10*
M, and are only suitable for the measurements in contaminated
waters or in samples after a preconcentration treatment.

Intermetallic Complex
Voltammetric measurements based on the formation of

intermetallic complexes have been used for analyses of halide
elements38,39. However, the technique has primarily focused on

those materials that form insoluble mercury(I) salts on the

electrode surface. It is now very useful for the determination

of the metals which can form intermetallic complexes with
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other metals at a certain potential. Unlike the complexes in
the first two schemes, intermetallic complexes involve a
faradaic process during the preconcentration step and only

exist on the electrode surface. During the potential scan,
either the analyte or the counter ion undergoes the
reoxidation process.

Voltammetry of the intermetallic compounds of copper with
arsenic40, selenium4', and tellurium42; selenium with arsenic43;

rhodium with selenium44; and, mercury with chromium, tungsten,

molybdenum, and vanadium45 has been described. Among these,
arsenic and selenium are of interest because of their

biological activity. Interestingly, both of these elements
have only one electroactive oxidation state, which enables

speciation.
The deposition of an intermetallic compound was used in a

highly sensitive AdSV procedure for the trace determination of
selenium4'. The sample solution is acidified with 0.1 M
perchloric acid, and copper is added to give a concentration

of 1 ppm. The copper is reduced to Cu(I) and the selenium is
simultaneously reduced to Se(-ii) at the deposition potential

of -0.3 V vs. SCE. The reduced copper and selenium combine to

form cuprous selenide on the electrode. Subsequently, the
adsorbed compound is reduced during a negative potential scan.
An extremely low detection limit (ng/L) is obtained with a
short preconcentration period. Metals that accumulate at the

electrode similar to selenium could cause interference .
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Applications based on the codeposition of a copper compound

include the determination of selenium in a soil or rainwater,
and in natural water46"18. Other variations of the intermetallic

deposition approach, based on the use of a mercury film

workincf electrode, carbon electrode, and flow system have been
described49-51.
Catalytic Effect
A unique characteristic of AdSV is that a catalytic

process can be coupled with the adsorption process to
significantly increase the reduction current. The application

can be traced to similar work in polarography. Catalytic
adsorptive stripping voltammetry (CAdSV) can be classified

according to the mechanism.

One mechanism utilizes an oxidizing reagent that has a
high overpotential on the electrode. The analyte complex acts

as a catalyst to facilitate the reduction of this reagent. The
reduction product of the adsorbed analyte generated during the

potential scan is chemically oxidized by the oxidizing reagent

back to the reactant, thus forming a catalytic cycle. If the
rate of the chemical reaction is faster than that of the

electrode reaction, the reduction current will be increased. A
typical EC reaction scheme with preconcentration and stripping
steps is represented as

MLn+b * MLn+,

(1.11)

MLn+,+ e" * PL(n-1)+,

(1-12)

PL(n"1)+,+ O ** MLn+, + R

(1.13)
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where o is the oxidizing reagent and R is the reduction

product. An example is the reduction of nitrate which can be
catalyzed by the oxidation of Cr(II) to Cr(III) in the
presence of diethlene-triaminepentaacetic acid52. A similar

effect has been observed for the oxidation of an absorbed
Co(II)—DMG complex by the reduction of nitrite53. Chlorate has
been used as a catalyst to oxidize Ti(lii) to Ti(iv) and Mo(V)

to Mo(VI) and this improved the sensitivity of the

voltammetric measurement by two orders of magnitude54-55.
The other type of mechanism involves the catalytic effect
of trace analytes on the evolution of hydrogen. The analyte is
complexed and adsorbed on the electrode surface and hydrogen

ion is catalytically reduced with the aid of the analyte to

produce a reduction peak. Unlike the case with the oxidizing

reagent, the peak current is caused by hydrogen ion reduction
rather than the analyte reduction, and therefore, acidic media

(low pH) is a prerequisite. Obviously, the overpotential for

hydrogen reduction has been lowered by the presence of the
analyte. However, the actual function of analyte, e.g., the

electron transfer mechanism, is not fully understood. A

sensitive method for the determination of platinum is based on
the catalytic reduction of hydrogen56-57. Formaldehyde reacts
with hydrazine to produce formazon which forms a complex with

Pt(II). This complex can be protonated and adsorbed onto a

mercury electrode. Pt(II) is reduced to Pt(0) during the
potential scan, accompanied by the reduction of hydrogen ion.
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A possible mechanism is given as
ML“+ + H+ ** MLH(n+,)+b

MLH(n+1)+b * MLH(n+,)+,
MLH(n+,)+I + ne

MLH\

(1.14)
(1.15)

(1.16)

MLH+, + 6' * ML + 1/2HZ
By coupling the catalytic effect to AdSV, a promising new
approach to ultratrace analysis has been developed. CAdSV has
produced detection limits at the picomolar level, which is 2-3

times lower than AdSV without a catalytic effect, but it has

only been applied to a few metals to date.
Most of the AdSV methods are very sensitive, which allows

direct measurements of environmental samples such as river and

sea waters. Table 1 lists the detection limits and ligands
used for the determination of metals by AdSV, as well as a

comparison with atomic spectroscopy. For most elements, the
voltammetric measurements give similar or better detection
limits.

Voltammetry of Adsorbed Complexes

Complexes adsorbed at the electrode surface can be
quantified by several voltammetric techniques. The potential

scan may be carried out in a negative (reduction) or positive

(oxidation) direction, though the former is used in most
cases. The current is increased through the adsorption, and is
directly proportional to the surface concentration of the
adsorbed complex. In addition, the adsorption process provides
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Table 1. Detection limits (parts per trillion) for AdSV and

atomic spectroscopic methods9

Metal

Ligand

AdSV*

GFAAb

ICPC

Ref.

As

Copper(II)

6

80

10000

58

Al

Alizarine Red S

27

10

200

37

Cd

Oxine

1

0.2

70

20

Ce

o-Cresolphthaleinthalexone

280

N/A

400

32

Co

Dimethylglyoxime

5

8

100

8

Cr

Diehtylenetriaminepenta
acetic acid

1

4

80

52

Cu

Catechol

1

5

40

14

Fe

Catechol

33

10

90

15

Ge

Catechol

4

100

500

59

Ga

Solochrome Violet RS

69

10

600

33

I

Mercury(I)

76

3000

3000

60

La

o-Cresolphthaleinthalexone

280

500

100

32

Mo

Dihydroxynaphthalene

0.6

20

10

61

Mn

Eriochrome Black T

33

0.5

200

29

Ni

Dimethylglyoxime

5

50

10

8

Pb

Oxine

6

7

1000

20

Pd

Dimethylglyoxime

21

50

2000

62

Pr

o-Cresolphthaleintha1exone

280

N/A

10000

32

Pt

Formazone

0.07

200

900

57

Sb

Catechol

73

7

10000

16

Se

Copper(II)

1

50

1000

45

Si

Molybdenum(VI)

2800

5

2000

63

Sn

Tropolone

6

30

3000

22

Tc

Thiocyanate

50

N/A

N/A

64

Te

Copper(II)

10

30

15000

41

23

Metal

Ligand

AdSV

GFAAb

ICPC

Ref.

Th

Mordant Blue T

92

N/A

3000

28

Ti

Mandelic acid

0.4

300

30

24

U

Oxine

47

30

1500

21

V

Dihydroxynaphthalene

0.6

100

60

65

Y

Solochrome Violet RS

120

10000

40

30

Zn

Ammonium pyrrolidinedithiocarbamate

2

0.3

60

25

Zr

Solochrome Violet RS

21

N/A

60

__ 33

•AdSV = Adsorptive stripping voltammetry.
GFAA = Graphite furnace atomic absorption.
ICP — Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission.
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a unique advantage over ordinary voltammetry in that the

complex can accumulate on the electrode surface and undergo
reduction simultaneously. The diffusion of the complex from
bulk solution makes a negligible contribution to the reduction

current. During the potential scan, there is no diffusion

inside of the electrode like that in ASV, which makes it
possible to use a faster potential scan to generate a larger

current.

The complex is interfacially concentrated on a working

electrode in the adsorption stage by holding the potential for
a given time and convection rate. The amount of adsorbed

complex is proportional to the bulk concentration of the
complex, as long as the concentration is sufficiently low.

After a rest (non-stirred) period, the potential is scanned in
a negative direction to initiate the reduction of the
accumulated complex. Different voltage waveforms such as

linear scan (LS), differential pulse (SW), or square wave (SW)
can be utilized. The current is monitored and the peak height
is related to the concentration of the accumulated complex.
Electrode

Many types of solid electrodes are available for AdSV,
but they suffer a common drawback. Contamination of the
electrode surface by redox products or other adsorbates which

remain on the electrode may block the reactant in subsequent

analysis. A reproducible result requires these materials be
rapidly removed from the electrode surface following the
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voltammetric scan. The regenerating procedure is usually

carried out by holding the electrode at a very negative or
positive potential in order to allow the adsorbed product to

diffuse away. However, this is not very efficient, especially

for neutral materials, and it may also cause new

contamination. For instance, some metals (Cd, Cu, Pd, Zn) are
reduced to the metallic state which could diffuse into a

mercury film electrode. When the same electrode is then held
at the adsorption potential, these metals would be reoxidized.
In many cases, therefore, the solid electrode can only be used
once, and the surface must be renewed between determinations.
The other limitation of solid electrodes is that there is

usually a high background noise.
The most widely used electrode in AdSV is the hanging

mercury drop electrode (HMDE). The major advantage of HMDE
over the solid electrode is the ease of producing a new
electrode surface. This allows repetitive measurements at

surfaces essentially free of contamination. Modern
voltammetric instruments have made the

HMDE a highly

reproducible (1-5%) and easy operating electrode, but the

major limitation is the use of toxic mercury. Also, its
fragile mechanical strength prevents its use in on-site

applications.
Linear Scan Voltammetry
Linear scan voltage (LSV) modulation is the least

sensitive for most applications because of high background
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(charging) current, but its simpler theoretical treatment
provides a well-established tool for the study of electrode
reactions. Assuming a Nernstian process, the peak current for

the reduction of an adsorbed complex is defined as“

p

(1.18)

4RT

and the peak potential is given by

£ £o_0059i
'

”

KplCpl

(1.19)

where ip is the peak current; n is the number of electrons

transferred; F is Faraday constant; A is the surface area of
the electrode; u is the potential scan rate; and, Ep is the
peak potential. Substituting Equation 1.6 into Equation 1.18

gives

i = n 2p2A vVmaxKmlCml

p

(1.20)

4*7(1+%)

Under the condition of low concentration, the peak current is

directly related to the bulk concentration and scan rate. A

fast scan is appropriate for AdSV because the reduction

current is independent on the diffusion rate for the
reactants.
In the case of a non-Nernstian process, the LSV current

depends on the nature of complex adsorption, i.e., the
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adsorption of a reactant or/and product, the strength of the

adsorption, and the nature of the complex in the bulk

solution. For example, in the case where the reduction of the

adsorbed complex is a totally irreversible reaction, the peak
current is given by

. _an2F2AvrML
lp
2.718ÆT

(1-21)

and peak potential as

£ =£0.0059^(0^)
p
an
anv

(1.22)

where a is the transfer coefficient and k° is the standard rate

constant for the reduction of the adsorbed complex. The peak

current is still proportional to the scan rate, but the peak

potential is now also dependent on the scan rate. This
technique is often used to evaluate the reversibility of the
electrode reaction.
Unfortunately, the application of LSV is restricted by
its low sensitivity, especially for reversible or quasi-

reversible system, which makes it less useful in quantitative
analysis than other techniques. For a totally irreversible

reaction, LSV has similar sensitivity to differential pulse

(DP) or square wave (SW) voltage modulation.
Differential Pulse Voltammetry

Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) is used to
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discriminate against capacitance current by sampling the

current before and after a potential pulse, which leads to a
high sensitivity. This feature combined with simple

instrumentation has made it the most used technique with AdSV
to date. The theoretical treatment for the DPV of adsorbed
complexes has not been developed.
Brown and Anson67 have proposed a simple circuit model for
the study of an irreversibly adsorbed reactant with DPV. The
adsorption of reactants introduces a large faradaic
pseudocapacitance, Cf, in addition to a double-layer capacity,

Ça, at the electrode surface. Such a large capacitance
prolongs the effective time constant for the decay of the

capacitive current to the point at which it contributes to the

net current sampled by pulse voltammetry. The effect of
capacitance can be minimized by introducing an uncompensated

resistance in series with the working electrode, with this
modification, the maximum peak current is given by

'

2.718t

d'23)

where AE is the potential pulse and t is the time after the

pulse application when the current is measured.
Square Wave Voltammetry

In square wave voltammetry (SWV) a symmetrical square
wave composed of forward pulse and reverse pulse is

superimposed on a staircase potential scan. The current is
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sampled twice during each square wave cycle, once at the end
of the forward pulse and again at the end of the reverse

pulse. Similar to DPV, SWV discriminates against the charging
current by delaying the sampling until the end of the pulse.

The net current is the difference between the two observed
currents, which is larger than either the forward and reverse

current alone. Therefore, the SW currents for irreversible and

reversible cases are 3.3 and 4 times higher, respectively,
than those of the DP technique68. The second advantage of SWV
is its ability to use very fast scan rates. For example, a

frequency of 200 SW cycles per second permits scan rates up to
2 V/s (step height of 10 mV). A complete voltammogram can be
obtained less than a second and therefore reduce the analysis

time dramatically.
The nature of the adsorbed complex is ideally suited to

the use of fast scan rates as no diffusion is involved in the
stripping process and all of the complex can be reduced
instantaneously during the potential scan. SW excitation

should play a major role in future analytical applications of

AdSV.
Assuming both the reactant and the product are adsorbed,

the peak current for a reversible process69 in SWV is
ip = Kn^f1/2t,/2CML

where

k

(l<x<2; y<i)

(1.24)

is a proportionality factor; a is square wave

amplitude; f is square wave frequency; t is adsorption time;
and'

cml

is the bulk complex concentration.
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If the reaction is totally irreversible70, the peak

current is
(1.25)

ip = KQ^FAafAEIV

where a is transfer coefficient and AE is step height. The

peak potential is

£,=E°+‘^In(A,,L)

-0‘35°

(1*26)

The peak current is proportional to the amount of the

initially adsorbed complex

which is a linear function of

the total bulk concentration.

Another benefit obtained with SWV is that deaeration of
the solution is not necessary. At a high frequency, the
reduction of oxygen is totally irreversible, so oxygen

dissolved in sample solution produces a negligible current.

Adsorption Dynamics of Complex

The inherent rate of adsorption to a mercury electrode
from aqueous solution is so fast that the overall rate is
governed by mass transport7'. The amount of adsorbed complex at

a given time is related to the concentration of the complex at

the equilibrium by an appropriate isotherm. The rate of a
monolayer buildup to its equilibrium value is then dependent

on the rate of mass transfer to the electrode surface.

Assuming a linear isotherm, the amount of the complex adsorbed
at a given time depends on the flux at the electrode surface
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rML<O=fDML(

(1.27)

dx

where ^(tjis the surface concentration of complex at time t,

°MLis the diffusion coefficient of the complex. For a

stationary planar electrode, the solution to Equation 1.27 is72

~EXP(^~)erfc(^~)
1 ml

b

(1.28)

b

where b=FMAXKML/ ( 1+klCl) according to Equation 1.6.
The result indicates that a rather long time is required

to reach equilibrium, i.e., r^ftj/r^ =1, based on the
diffusion6. Therefore, similarly to ASV measurements, forced

convection during the preconcentration step is usually

employed to increase the transfer rate of complex to the
electrode surface. Under this condition, Equation 1.28 becomes

(1.29)

where S is the thickness of the diffusion layer. For a given

ligand (constant KLCL) , the adsorption rate of the complex
depends on its diffusion coefficient and adsorption
coefficient. Equation 1.29 is based on the assumption of a

linear isotherm, hence the rate of attainment of equilibrium

coverage is independent of the bulk concentration only at very

low concentration. Otherwise, the time for establishment of
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adsorption equilibrium is related to the bulk concentration73.
The rate for attainment of equilibrium increases usually with

the concentration. For example, Pihlar et al.74 investigated
the effect of preconcentration time on the surface
concentration of Ni-DMG complex at different nickel

concentrations. They found that the equilibrium surface
concentration was reached after ca. 30 sec at 62.5 pg/1 Ni and

10 min at 3 /xg/1 Ni. Under given experimental conditions, the
preconcentration time determines the amount of complex

adsorbed at the electrode. This requires a compromise between
sensitivity and speed. Generally, the preconcentration times

range from 1 min at 10‘9 M to 10 min at io10 M level in stirred

solution. In some cases, short preconcentration times and a
nonconvective mode are employed to extend the linear range by

lowering the surface coverage.

Factors Affecting Complex Adsorption

The adsorption of a complex is affected by several
factors, including pH, ligand concentration, supporting
electrolyte, adsorption potential, adsorption time, and

convection. Those factors should be investigated and compared

to find the optimum analytical conditions for the adsorption
of the complex.

Ligand
The most important factor affecting AdSV is the ligand

because it determines the reduction potential, the affinity of
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complex to the electrode, and the reversibility of the

electrode reaction. All of these factors are also influenced

by the ligand concentration, if the ligand is selected for an
analytical method. The ligand competes for metal as well as

for occupancy on the electrode. The adsorption of complex is
often decreased as a result of incomplete complexation of the
metal at the low concentration or hindrance by free ligand to

the adsorption of complex at the higher concentration.
The complexation principle has been discussed in many
references, which provides a general guidance for the
selection of ligand. A ligand with 00 groups prefers to
combine with "hard" metal ions, such as diethylene

triaminepentaacetic acid for Cr(Ili), catechol for Fe(lii),
U(VI) and V(VI), and mandelic acid for Mo(VI) and Ti(lV). A

ligand with ON or NN groups may form complex with "soft" or
"boundary" metal ions, such as oxine for Cu(Il) and cd(II),

and dimethylglyoxime for Ni(ii) and Co(II). The stability
constant for the complex should be appropriate to make the

complex stable in the solution and reducible within the

voltammetric window. The selection of ligand also requires
that the peak potential of analyte complex be isolated from

those of the coexisting substances. For example, the current

peaks of V(V) and Mo(VI) overlap using mandelic acid as
ligand, but are well separated

using dihydroxynaphthalene64.

BH
The pH is another variable which can be adjusted to
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obtain an optimum result. In the bulk solution, the pH
influences the species and equilibrium of the metal, ligand,

and complex as well as the adsorption of complex. In AdSV most
ligands contain hydroxy groups that combine with the metal ion

and release hydrogen ion
L-OH + M°+ ** L-OM<n-|)+ + H+

(1.3 0)

The metal ion may also undergo hydrolysis under certain
experimental conditions

M"+ + H2O

M (OH)(n-l)+ + H+

(1.31)

A low pH can minimize the metal hydrolysis to favor

complexation, but hydrogen ion will also compete with the
metal for the ligand. Hence, the optimum pH is dependent on
the hydrolysis and stability constant of the metal. In a mild
pH and an excess of ligand, the equilibrium represented by

Equation 1.31 will be dominant. Therefore, the reduction

potential shifts in a negative direction as pH increases,
indicating a more stable complex. On the other hand, the

optimal pH should lead to not only the maximum adsorption, but
also a more favorable hydrogen evolution background current.
Adsorption Potential

The adsorption potential influences the adsorption of the
complex through the charged electrode surface. The polarity

and the amount of the charge change at different potentials,

which can be shown by the electrocapillary curve of a dropping

mercury electrode. Therefore, the ionic complex may be
attracted to or repulsed from the electrode, depending on the
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adsorption potential.

For an intermetallic compound, the deposition potential
is crucial because the compound formed during the deposition
might only occur at a specific potential. On the other hand, a

preconcentration potential is often intentionally chosen to

eliminate possible interferences. For example, the use of
adsorption at -0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl in the measurement of Zn-APDC

complex suffers interference from cobalt which produces an
overlapping peak25. If the adsorption is carried out at -1.3 V,
zinc is amalgamated into the HMDE and the cobalt diffuses back

to the bulk solution due to its lower solubility in mercury.
The potential is then switched to -0.9 V for 20 seconds using

to allow the zinc to diffuse out of the electrode and form a

complex again at the electrode surface. During the
equilibration period, very little cobalt is adsorbed as the
solution is not stirred. As a result, the readsorbed zinc

complex can be determined by AdSV with no interference from
the cobalt.

Adsorption Time

Another important parameter is the adsorption time.
Generally, a long adsorption time leads to a higher surface

coverage, and a larger reoxidation current. If the system
contains other species which can compete for the electrode
surface, extension of the adsorption time will not increase

the concentration of complex of interest. This is often
observed in the presence of surface-active materials. In some
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cases longer adsorption times may lead to different
stoichiometries on the electrode, if the formation of compound

depends on the amount of the reactant at the electrode (see
Chapter III)
Other parameters include scan rate (linear scan), pulse

amplitude, pulse width (DP), step potential, and frequency
(SW). These can affect the voltammetric response of the
adsorbed complex. For example, a high frequency in SWV
enhances the reoxidation current, i.e., sensitivity, but the

Pea^ often becomes broader and the background current
increases at the same time.
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CHAPTER II
SQUARE WAVE CATHODIC STRIPPING VOLTAMMETRY OF

SELENIUM(IV) IN THE PRESENCE OF COPPER

Introduction
The interest in the determination of low concentrations

of selenium in environmental samples is based on whether it is
essential or toxic75. Several modern instrumental methods for

the determination of selenium have been reviewed recently76-77.
Electrochemical methods offer the best choice due to

sensitivity, convenience, and simplicity. Selenium can form
mercurous, cuprous, and phenylenediamine compounds which can
be adsorbed on a hanging mercury drop electrode (HMDE), and

the reduction current of these compounds can be measured by

voltammetry78"80.
The most widely used voltage waveforms are linear scan

(LS) and differential pulse (DP) which is probably due to

their wide availability. Recently, square-wave (SW) modulation
has become more been widely used, as computerized instruments
have become more popular. One of the advantages of square wave

modulation is the use of high scan rates which leads to higher
sensitivity. Adsorptive stripping voltammetry (AdSV) is
ideally suited to a fast scan technique. Electroactive
compounds are adsorbed on the electrode in a monolayer
structure and the reduction current is directly related to the
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scan rate without the limitations of reactant diffusion.
We have used SW stripping voltammetry for the

determination of selenium. The method relies on the effective
interfacial accumulation of a selenium-copper compound onto an
HMDE electrode and the reduction of the deposited compound.

The fast potential scan afforded by SW increases the
sensitivity of selenium measurement which permits shorter

deposition times. The SW technique offers higher sensitivity
and lower background current than the analogous DP and LS

methods. The application of SWCSV to the measurement of

selenium in environmental samples is also reported.

Experimental

Instrumentation and Apparatus
Stripping and cyclic voltammograms were obtained with a

BAS 100 electrochemical analyzer (Bioanalytical Systems,
Lafayette, IN). The working electrode was a PAR 303A (EG&G,
Princeton, NJ) static mercury drop electrode. A large-size

drop, 0.027 cm2, was used. The sample cell was fitted with a

Ag/Agci (4 M KC1, saturated with AgCl) reference electrode and
a platinum wire auxiliary electrode. The pH meter (Fisher

model 171) was calibrated on the NIST pH scale. Argon or

nitrogen gas saturated with water vapor was used for

deaeration and stirring.
Reagents
All solutions were prepared with double glass distilled
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water.

Selenium(IV) solution: A 1.00 x 1O'2M Se(IV) stock
solution was prepared by dissolving 0.129 g selenious acid

(Aldrich) in 100 ml of water. Standard Se(iv) solutions were

diluted daily as required and stored in 20-ml high-density
polyethylene bottles.
Copper(II) solution: A 5.00 x 10"2M Cu(II) solution was
prepared by dissolution of 0.134 g copper(II) chloride

(Aldrich) in 20 ml acidified water (20 pl cone. HC1/20 ml
water). The solution was stored in a 20-ml high-density

polyethylene bottle.

Hydrochloric acid solution: A 6 M HC1 solution was
prepared by mixing 10 ml hydrochloric acid (Fisher optima)

with 10 ml water. The solution was stored in a 20-ml highdensity polyethylene bottle.

Samples were collected from the surface water of
Monongahela River near Morgantown and well water from
Blacksville, West Virginia. The samples were filtered (0.47 pm

Nuclepore membrane filter) immediately upon collection and
stored in 1-L high-density polyethylene bottles.
Procedure

A 10-ml sample aliquot was added to the voltammetric
cell. The pH was adjusted to ca. 2.0 by the addition of o.i ml
of 6 M HC1 and 10 pl of the 5.00 x 102M Cu(II) stock solution

was added (final concentration of 5.0 x 1O'5M copper). The

solution was stirred with argon (saturated with water vapor)
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for 1 min. A new mercury drop was extruded and the deposition

potential was set to -0.3 V. The solution was stirred with

argon purging for a timed period of 0-15 min depending on the
selenium concentration. After a 10-s quiescent period, the

potential was scanned using square wave modulation with a
pulse height of 70 mV, a frequency of 120 Hz and a step height

of 2 mV (an effective scan rate of 240 mV/s). The current peak
at ca. -0.60 V was linear with the selenium concentration up
to ca. 1

for a 1-min deposition period; however, the linear

range could be extended by using a shorter or non-stirred
adsorption time.

Results and Discussion

The electrochemical behavior of selenium(IV) in the

presence of copper has been well established45-81-82. Selenium(IV)
is reduced to selenium(II) and cuprous selenide is formed at
deposition potentials between -0.1 and -0.4 v. This

intermetallic compound can then be further reduced to a copper
amalgam and hydrogen selenide, yielding a reduction current

peak. The mechanism for the deposition and stripping of
selenite and copper(II) at a HMDE was suggested to be as

following45:

Deposition:

Stripping:

Cu2"1" + 2e -» Cu°

(2.1)

H2Seo3 + 6H+ + 6e - H2Se + 3H2O

(2.2)

2Cu° + H2Se -» Cu2Se + 2H+ + 2e

(2.3)

Cu2Se + 2H+ + 2e - Cu° + H2Se

(2.4)
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The voltammograms shown in Figure 3 were obtained using

SW voltage modulation. The scan 1 is for 50

mM

CuC12 and gave a

reduction peak (not shown) at -0.05 V. Scan 2 is for 10 nN

Se(IV) and the broad peak is due to the reduction of mercurous

selenide which has been deposited on the electrode, as well as
the subsequent reduction of selenium. Scan 3 is for 10 nN

Se(IV) and 50 gM CuCl2. The presence of Ou(II) caused a
suppression of the reduction peaks for mercurous selenide and
selenium, while a well-defined peak at ca. -0.6 V appeared.
Obviously, the reduction current of cuprous selenide is much

larger than that of mercurous selenide, probably due to an

easy hydrolysis of mercurous ion under experimental
conditions. The reduction of mercurous selenide is usually

carried out in a strong acid88.
As shown in Figure 4, the application of LS, DP and SW

cathodic stripping voltammetry indicated that the reduction
current of SW was only slightly larger than the current

obtained with LS and DP (150 and 137%, respectively) at the
same scan rate and pulse height. Such a comparison might be

misleading because the SW relies on a fast scan (high
frequency) for enhancing sensitivity. For instance, the

increase of SW frequency to 60 Hz led to a significant
increase in peak current (scan 4 in Figure 4).
The sensitivity of SW is also related to the

reversibility of the reaction on the electrode83. Figure 5
shows the cyclic voltammogram of 200 nN Se(IV) in the presence
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Figure 3. SW voltammograms obtained for (1) so juM Cucl2/

(2) 10 nM Se(IV) , and (3) 50 gM CuCl2 + 10 nM Se(IV). 0.06
M HC1; -0.3 V deposition potential; 1 min deposition
time; 120 Hz frequency; 70 mV amplitude; and 2 mV step
height.
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Figure 4. LS, DP, and SW voltammograms of Se(IV) in the
presence of Cu(ll).

(1) LSCSV at scan rate of 20 mV/s,

(2) DPCSV at scan rate of 20 mV/s and pulse height of 50
mV, and (3) SWCSV at frequency of 10 Hz and (4) 60 Hz
with step height of 2 mV and amplitude of 50 mV. Solution
contains 10 nM Se(lV) , 50

Cu(Ii), and o. 06 M HC1. -0.3

V deposition potential and 1 min deposition time.
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of 50 fiM Cu(II) at pH 2. The cyclic scan was preceded by

applying deposition at -0.3 v for 1 min. A cathodic peak

appeared at -0.63 V, followed by a sharp decrease in the
current. This current drop is probably a result of the
decrease of capacitance current as the reduction product, H2Se,
diffuses away from the electrode surface. For the same reason,

no anodic peak appeared between -0.3 and -0.8 V during the

reverse potential scan in a positive direction, indicating
that the reoxidation process of the reduction product from the

deposited compound is kinetically irreversible. The temporal

interval during the cathodic scan (second) allows the
reduction product to leave the electrode and hence be less

available for the following reoxidation.
Interestingly, a different behavior for the reduction of

cuprous selenide was observed in SW forward and reverse
voItammograms where both cathodic and anodic current peaks

were apparent, as shown in Figure 6. This suggests that the
reaction is a quasireversible process on a short-time scale
(millisecond). Hydrogen selenide produced by a forward

potential pulse reacted immediately with copper(0) back to
cuprous selenide compound during a reverse potential pulse

before it diffused away from the electrode. As a result, the
net current of SW, i.e., the difference between forward and

reverse currents, could be increased significantly by

increasing the SW frequency.
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Figure 5. Cyclic voltammogram of Se(lV) in the presence

of Cu (II). 200 nN Se(IV) , 50 (jlM Cu(II) , 0.06 M Hcl, -0.3

V deposition potential, 1 min deposition time, and 50
mV/s scan rate.
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Figure 6. Forward and reverse SW voltammograms of Se(IV)
in the presence of Cu(II). 10 nM Se(IV); 50

Cu(II);

0.06 M HC1; -0.3 V deposition potential, 1 min deposition

time; 120 Hz frequency; 70 mV amplitude; and 2 mV step
height.
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Lovric et al.84 gave the following relationship for an
irreversible redox reaction in adsorptive SW voltammetry

(2.5)

where AEp1/2 is the peak width at half-height; a is the transfer
coefficient, and, n is the number of transferred electrons.

The average AEp1/2 of the cuprous selenide compound is 43.5 mV

at frequencies from 20 to 120 Hz, corresponding to a=0.73 for

a two-electron reduction.
Square Wave Cathodic Stripping Voltammetry
Frequency
Equation 1.24 predicts a direct dependence of the peak

current on the SW frequency. As illustrated in Figure 7, the

peak current is linear with frequency up to 220 Hz. The

current peak became broad at higher frequencies, which is

related to the slow kinetics for the reduction process. A
negative shift in peak potential, -0.55 V at 10 Hz to -0.61 V
at 240 Hz, provided additional support for this explanation. A
large background current was also observed at high SW
frequency which resulted in a poor signal-to-noise ratio,

making this unsuitable for trace analysis. Therefore, the
optimum frequency is one that minimizes the effect of noise
without seriously sacrificing the analysis time and the
sensitivity. A SW frequency of 120 Hz (an effective scan rate

of 240 mV/s) was selected for subsequent experiments.
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According to theoretical analysis of sw voltammetry for a
redox reaction85, there is a linear relationship

between the

SW peak potential, Ep, and the logarithm of the SW frequency,
f, and the slope is

Alogf

an

(2.6)

this linear relationship has been observed for the SW

voltammetry of cuprous selenide and is shown in Figure 8. The
slope is 41 mV and a transfer coefficient (a) of o.72 is

calculated for a two—electron process.

SW amplitude
The dependence of the reduction current for the cuprous

selenide on the SW amplitude shows that SW amplitude has a
noticeable effect on the peak current (Figure 9). The peak

current increased slowly with pulse height up to 50 mV,
followed by a large increase around 60 mV. The current leveled
off at an amplitude larger than 70 mV. The width of the
cuprous selenide peak was constant up to 70 mV and this was

selected as the optimum experimental condition.
The effect of pulse amplitude on the peak current was

investigated by Osteryoung and O'Dea for irreversible
reactions at various values of a86. The peak current reached a
maximum at a SW amplitude of 75 mV when a is about 1, but
increases constantly with the SW amplitude at a smaller value

of a.
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Figure 8. The relationship between peak potential and
logarithm of SW frequency, other conditions are the same
as Figure 7.
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Figure 9. Effect of SW amplitude on the peak current of

Se(VI) in the presence of Cu(II). other conditions are
the same as Figure 7.
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SW step height
It was noted that the reduction current at certain SW
frequencies did not change with increased step height when the

scan rate was increased. The effective scan rate for SW,
unlike LS or DP, had no effect on the reduction current, as
shown in Figure 10. This is probably because the step height
is small compared to the magnitude of the amplitude and the

current difference is mainly dependent on the amplitude rather
than the step height. For example, a theoretical peak current
is enhanced by 40% as the step height increases from 1 to 15

at an amplitude of 5 mV, but only increased 3% at so-mV
amplitude90.

Deposition potential
The dependence of the reduction current on the deposition

potential was investigated from -0.1 to -0.5 V as illustrated
in Figure 11. The peak current was constant from -0.2 to -0.4

V, but decreased at more positive potentials as a result of
insufficient reduction of selenium(IV) and at more negative

potential due to lower copper(I) concentrations. The peak

potential shifted by +50 mV when the deposition potential was
changed from -0.1 V to -0.5 V, which implied that the compound

deposited was destabilized by the decrease in the Cu(I)

concentration at the more negative deposition potential. A
potential of -0.3 V was chosen as the optimum, since it gave
the highest peak current.
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Figure 10. Effect of SW step height on the peak current
of Se(IV) in the presence of Cu(II).
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(▼) 60

Hz, and (•) 120 Hz SW frequency, other conditions are the

same as Figure 6.
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Figure 11. Effect of deposition potential on the SW

(•)peak current and (A)potential of Se(IV). Other
conditions are the same as Figure 6.
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Deposition time

The effect of deposition time on the reduction current of

1 nM Se(IV) in the presence of 50

copper(II) is shown in

Figure 12. The current increased with the deposition time

which implied that low concentrations of selenium could be

measured at longer deposition times. The negative peak

potential shift at longer deposition times is similar to the
shift for most metal complex systems in CSV, and is caused by
the availability of more copper(I) ions at the electrode. The

lower slope at long deposition times is caused by saturation

of the HMDS surface and possibly by the adsorption of other
substances from the solution.
Copper
The effect of the copper concentration on the SW peak

current for 10 nM selenium is shown in Figure 13. As noted
earlier, the presence of copper changed the composition of

deposited compound from mercuric selenide to cuprous selenide.
The reduction peak of the latter compound was apparent with

the addition of 2 x IO-6 M copper, and increased with the
copper concentration up to 5 x 10"5 M and then decreased. The

peak potential shifted from -0.55 V at 5 x 10"6 M to -0.72 V at
2 x 103 M, which indicated the stabilizing effect of copper.

This peak was well defined and more sensitive at low selenium

concentrations than that of mercuric selenide(Figure 3),
suggesting its advantage in the analysis of selenium. The
optimal copper concentration was chosen as 5 x 10-5M.
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conditions are the same as Figure 6.
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RH

The pH dependence of the SWCSV current is shown in Figure
14. Although hydrochloric acid was used to adjust pH, the
presence of cr was not crucial to cuprous selenide formation

as it was with cuprous arsenide (see Chapter III). For
selenium it was found that the similar reduction currents were

obtained in sulfuric, nitric or perchloric acids. A high

concentration of acid was beneficial to the reduction of

selenic acid, but destablized cuprous selenide. The deposited
compound became more easily reduced at lower pH as indicated

by the positive shift of peak potential. These opposite

effects resulted in the optimum pH range between 1 and 2.
SWCSV Analytical Aspects

Detection limit
The detection limit is generally defined as the

concentration of analyte that gives a signal, x, significantly
different from the blank or background signal, xb. This

difference is an analyte concentration that produces a signal

several times the standard deviation of the blank signal87.
That is

X = * +

(2.7)

where x is the signal with minimum detectable analyte

concentration; x* is the mean of blank signal; a is the
standard deviation of the probability distribution of x«; and,

k is a constant which can be obtained in various ways88. A

confidence of 99.87% for a Gaussian distribution of Xq
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results in k-3. At least six measurements should be made under
identical conditions to calculate the standard deviation89.

If the mean of blank approaches zero, the detection limit
(DL) yielding a signal x can be calculated by
DL~—
S

(2.8)

where S is the sensitivity of measurement. In the following

experiments, a number of measurements at very low
concentration (3-5 x the blank) were made and the standard
deviation was determined. This procedure is based on the

assumption that the standard deviation of a very low
concentration is the same as that of the blank90.

Seven measurements of 0.5 nM Se(IV) resulted in an
average peak current of 28.2 nA with a standard deviation of
2.5 nA for a 1-min adsorption time. The detection limit,

therefore, was calculated as 0.15 nM Se(lV) which was based on

3 x standard deviation.
Linear range

The quantitation of analyte in the SWCSV technique is

based on the linear relationship between the analyte
concentration and the reduction current. As discussed in

Chapter I, this linearity cannot be attained at a high
concentration due to saturation of the electrode surface. The

linear relationship is examined in order to find the upper

limit concentration or working range for analytical purposes.
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Under the experimental conditions, a series of peak

currents were obtained at various Se(iv) concentrations in a

solution containing 50 MM Cu(ll). For each concentration of
Se(IV), the measurement was repeated three times and the

average was calculated. The currents were plotted versus the
concentration to give a calibration curve in Figure 15. For a

stirred adsorption time of 5 min, the peak currents increased
linearly with Se(IV) concentration until ca. 15 nM before the

curve became nonlinear. The sensitivity within this linear
range is about 203 A/M with a correlation coefficient of

0.999.

This linear range could be extended with a shorter
adsorption time or by using non-stirred adsorption. For
example, the peak current was indeed linear with selenium

concentration up to at least 1

Se(lV) when a 1-min

adsorption time was used, as shown in Figure 16. This linear

range is caused by reducing the amount of Se(IV) deposited,
and it is the widest reported in CSV to date. As a result, the

sensitivity was decreased to 57 A/M (R=o.999).

Repeated measurements (n=9) of io nM selenium yielded a
mean reduction current of 580 nA with a relative standard

deviation of 2.7%.

Interferences
The interference from several other elements was

evaluated and listed in Table 2. For the measurement of 2 nM
selenium, the following elements exhibit no interference at

Peak current (uA)
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Figure 15. SWCSV peak current as a function of Se(VI)
concentration for 5-min preconcentration. The other

conditions are the same as Figure 6.
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Figure 16. SWCSV peak current as a function of Se(VI)
concentration for 1 min preconcentration. The other
conditions are the same as Figure 6.
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Table 2. Effect of coexisting ion on SWCSV peak current of 2
nM Se(IV) • The other conditions are the same as Figure 6.

Ion

Concentration

Peak current(%)

Se (IV)

2 nM

100

Al3+

200 nM

103

As5+

200 nM

100

Br

1 mM

100

Bi3+

200 nM

90

Ca2+

1 mM

100

Cd2+

200 nM

107

Cl

1 mM

100

Co2+

200 nM

100

CO32-

10 mM

0

Cr6+

200 nM

100

Cr3+

200 nM

100

F

1 mM

100

Fe3+

200 nM

100

K+

10 mM

100

Mg2+

1 mM

100

Mn2+

200 nM

100

Mo6+

200 nM

91

Na+

1 mM

100

Ni2+

200 nM

100

NO3"

10 mM

100

PO43'

10 mM

100

Pb2+

200 nM

100

Sn4+

200 nM

90

SO,2

10 mM

100
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v5+

200 nN

100

Zn2+

200 nN

100

EDTA

1 mM

100

Tartrate

1 mH

100

Citrate

1 mM

88

Oxalate

1 mM

100
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100-fold excess concentration: Al, As(III), As(V), Bi, cd, Co,
Cr(III), Cr(VI), Fe(ii), Fe(IIi), Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, sb, and Zn.

Major ions often found in environmental samples such as 1 mH

Ca, K, Mg, Br", F, and 10 mM NOf, SO4,H2PO4-, and 0.1 M Cl and
Na also had no effect on the selenium peak. 10 mM HCO3" caused

precipitation of copper, but it could be removed by deaeration
with nitrogen at pH 2. Several reagents which could form

complexes with copper were tested, and no interference was
found for 1 mM EDTA, citrate, oxalate, and tartrate.

The major interference was from surface-avtive
substances, because they could prevent the electroactive
compound from depositing onto the electrode. This type of
interference was examined by the addition of fulvic acid,

Triton X-100, sodium dodecylsulfate (SOS), and
dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride (DTAC) to the solution, as
shown in Figure 17. Among the model compounds, Triton X-100

had the most noticeable effect. It caused complete suppression
of the current at a concentration of 0.7 mg/L. SDS and DTAC

caused the selenium peak to decrease sharply up to about 1
mg/L, and then more slowly as the concentration was farther
increased. The concentrations leading to a 50% reduction in
peak height were 0.42, 0.63, 0.77, and 0.84 mg/L for Triton

X-100, fulvic acid, DTAC, and SDS, respectively. For the

determination of low concentration of selenium, it is

recommended that organic materials in the sample be eliminated
by using either UV irradiation or wet digestion prior to
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Figure 17. Effect of varying surfactant concentration on
the SWCSV peak current of Se(IV).
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(m)sodium

(+)dodecyItrimethy 1-ammonium chloride,

(▼)fulvic acid, and (•)Triton x-100. The other conditions

are the same as Figure 6.
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analysis.

Application
The SWCSV method was applied to the analysis of several

natural water samples. A river water sample was taken from

Monongahela River and a well water sample was from
Blacksville, West Virginia. The results of the analysis

without interference removal are shown in Figures 18 and 19.
In both water samples, Se(IV) concentrations were below the
detection limit though Se(IV) at 10 * M levels could be
measured.

Conclusions
In conclusion, SW voltage modulation combined with
codeposition of copper provided a sensitive and rapid method

for the measurement of selenium. The electrode process and
analytical conditions were investigated with respect to SW

techniques. The reduction current of cuprous selenide is

dependent on the SW frequency and amplitude. The sensitivity
of the method compared favorably with that of the analogous LS
or DP methods and the analysis time for a sample is reduced by
using a high SW frequency. The inherent advantage of the SW

method is its freedom from oxygen interference which makes it

promising for on-line monitoring.
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Figure 18. Determination of Se(IV) in river water.

(1)river water sample; (2-5) addition of 0.2, 0.5, 1, and
2 nM Se(IV) to the water sample. The other conditions are
the same as Figure 6.
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to the water sample. The other conditions are the same as
Figure 6.
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CHAPTER III

SQUARE WAVE CATHODIC STRIPPING VOLTAMMETRY OF

ARSENIC(III) IN THE PRESENCE OF COPPER

Introduction
The presence of arsenic in natural water is of concern

because of its toxicity and possible carcinogenic activity,
and the biological effects of arsenic are significantly

altered by its oxidation state as well as complexation with
organic materials91. Arsenic can exist in two different

oxidation states in natural water depending on the

environment. The ratio of As(V) to As(IH) in natural water is
usually 0.1:1 to 10:1, although As(V) is thermodynamically

favored92. Unusually high As(III) concentration is often

associated with biological activity and dissolved organic
matter in natural waters93 94. Because of its ability to complex
with certain coenzymes, As(III) is more toxic to animals and

plants than As(V)95. Other arsenic species such as
monomethylarsenic acid and dimethylarsenic acid also exist in

natural water, but their toxicities are lower than the

inorganic arsenic species96. Therefore, the speciation of

arsenic species is important to understand both the biological

and the geochemical behavior of this element.

The environmental concern about arsenic has prompted the

development of numerous methods for its determination at the
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trace level. Among these methods, electrochemical techniques
provide a simple, sensitive method to speciate arsenic
directly since As(III) and As(V) have different

electroactivity. Differential pulse polarography (DPP) has

been used to determine arsenic (III) in acidic solutions or
solutions containing complexing agents such as pyrogallol and

catechol97". As (III) can be reduced to the element at 0.25 V

vs. SCE in acidic solution and deposited onto a solid

electrode such as gold, platinum, and copper- or gold-plated
electrodes, and then stripped using anodic stripping

voltammetry (ASV)"*»02. However, there are often problems
associated with ASV at solid electrodes such as "memory"

effects, limited sensitivity, and poor precision which make

them inconvenient for routine analysis.

In an attempt to avoid these problems, cathodic stripping

voltammetry (CSV) at a hanging mercury drop electrode (HMDE)
has been used to determine arsenic. An arsenic complex is

adsorbed onto a HMDE and then reduced to produce a current

signal. The formation of As(III) complexes with bismuththio I
and with ammonium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate (APDC) have been
used for the determination of arsenic in biological

materials1®104. Another approach involves the reaction between

arsenic and copper or selenium to form an intermetallic
compound that can be preconcentrated on the HMDE and then
stripped cathodically105 107.

a

summary of some of the most

sensitive electrochemical methods for arsenic is given in
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Table 3.

The purpose of our work is to develop a faster, more
sensitive electrochemical method for the défémination of

arsenic in natural waters using square wave CSV (SWCSV).

During preliminary experiments a number of reagents known to
form compounds with As(III) were tested and it was found that
the bismuthio I, selenium, and APDC procedures were neither
sufficiently sensitive using SWCSV nor convenient due to a

long reaction time. We also observed a large reduction peak
for As(III)

in the presence of copper, but the signal was not

reproducible.

Experimental
Instrumentation and Apparatus

A BAS-100 Electrochemical Analyzer (West Lafayette, IN),

interfaced with a PAR Model 303 (Princeton, NJ) static mercury
drop electrode was used for all voltammetric measurements and
the voItammograms were recorded on a Bausch and Lomb Model
DMP-40 (Houston, TX) digital plotter. A standard three-

electrode cell was used, consisting of a "medium" mercury drop

as the working electrode(0.018 cm2 surface area), a platinum
wire auxiliary electrode and a Ag/AgCl/KCl(4M KC1 saturated
with AgCl) reference electrode. The cell was fitted with a

Teflon purge tube for purging and stirring the solution during
the deposition using water-saturated argon.

Table 3. Electroanalytical methods for the determination of arsenic(III)
Technique*

Reagent

Electrode reaction mechanism

DLb

RSDC(%)

Ref.

DPP

HC1

As(ni) + 3e-*As(0)

0.3 ppb

6.4

97

DPASV
(Au)

HC1,
HC1O4

Deposition: As(III) + 3e-*As(0)
Stripping: As(0) -»As(III) + 3e'

0.02 ppb
(20 min)

10

100

DPCSV

Cu(H),
HC1

Deposition: not available
Stripping: Cu,As + 3H+ + 3e + 3Hg -» AsH, + 3Cu(Hg)

0.2 ppb
(1 min)

2.9

105

DPCSV

Cu(H),
HC1

Deposition: As3* + 3Cu(Hg) + 6e -* Cu3As2 + 3Hg
Stripping: CujAsj + 12H+ + 12f + 3Hg - 2AsH3 + 3H2 + 3Cu(Hg)

1 ppb
(2 min)

6.4

106

DPCSV

Se(IV),
H2SO4

Deposition: As3* + 3HgSe + 6e -» AsjSej + 3Hg
Stripping: As^Se, + 12H* + 12e" - 2AsH3 + 3HjSe

2 ppb
(1.5 min)

8.3

107

SWCSV

Cu(II),
HC1

Deposition: As(O) + 3CuCl32" + 3e -* Cu3As + 9C1
Stripping: Cu3As + 3H* + Hg + 3e" -» Cu(Hg) + AsH3

0.2 ppb
(1 min)
0.005 ppb
(10 min)

8

This
work

1 DPP = differential pulse polarography; DPASV = differential pulse anodic stripping
voltammetry; DPCSV =differential pulse cathodic stripping voltammetry; SWCSV = square
wave cathodic stripping voltammetry.
b DL = detection limit.
c RSD = relative standard deviation.
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Reagents

Double glass-distilled water was used throughout. a stock
solution of 1.00 x IO2 M As (III) was prepared by dissolving
0.0989 g arsenic trioxide (Fisher) in loo ml of 0.25 M NaOH.

The solution was stored at 4° C and was stable for at least one

month. The required standard solutions were prepared daily by
dilution of the stock solution. A solution of 0.1 M Cu(Il) was
prepared by dissolving 0.341 g cupric chloride (Fisher) in 20

ml of 0.1 M HC1. A solution of 0.01 M hydrazine was prepared
daily by dissolving 0.0260 g hydrazine sulfate (Baker) in 20

ml water. Hydrochloric acid (Fisher optima) was used for
acidification. All the solutions were stored in high-density

polyethylene bottles.
River water was collected from the Monongahela River,
Morgantown, wv and filtered through a 0.45-um Nuclepore filter

to remove particulates. A seawater sample was obtained from
The New England Aquarium, Boston, MA. All the samples were
stored at their natural pH.

Procedure

A 10-ml sample aliquot was pipetted into the voltammetric
cell and the following reagents were added: 100 /xl of o.l M

cupric chloride (final concentration 0.8 mM), 100 /n 5 mM
hydrazine sulfate (final concentration 0.04 mM), and 2 ml HC1

(final concentration 2 M). The HMDE was scanned from -0.4 to
-1.0 V under the following condition: deposition potential,
-0.4 V versus Ag/AgCl/KCl(4M); deposition time, 60 s; quiet
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time, io s; square wave amplitude, 25 mV; frequency, 70 Hz and

step height, 2 mV. Each scan was repeated five times until the
peak current was constant. The solution was stirred during

deposition

by

purging with nitrogen at a rate of 150 ml/min.

The peak current was proportional to arsenic concentration and

arsenic was quantified by either the method of standard
additions or calibration curves.

Results and Discussion

Linear Scan Voltammetry and Cyclic Voltammetry
Linear scan voltammetry of o.l mM As (Hi) in 2 M HC1 at

an HMDE indicated

a two-step reduction with peaks at -0.35 v

and -0.60 V. The first peak corresponded to the reduction of

As (III) to As (0) and the second to the reduction of As(0)108.

The peak current was not enhanced if a potential more positive
than -0.35 V or -0.6 V was applied for a short period prior to

the scan. This was most likely due to the lack of adsorption

of As(III) or As(0) on the HMDE.

The addition of 0.8 mM

copper to this solution caused the two arsenic reduction peaks
to be suppressed by the reduction of copper at -0.22 V and the
appearance of a third peak at -0.76 V (actual peak potential

depended on the copper concentration).
The electrode process was further investigated using

cyclic voltammetry as shown in Figure 20. The first scan was
preceded by deposition at -0.4 V for 1 min in a solution

containing 0.1 mM As(Ill) and 0.8 mM Cu(Il) and immediately
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Figure 20. Cyclic voltammograms of 50 nM As in 2 M HC1

with 0.8 mM CuCl2 and 40

N2H*'H2SO*. Scan 1 is preceded

by 1 min stirred adsorption at -0.4 V, and followed by

scan 2. The scan rate was 50 mV/s (linear sweep).
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followed by the second scan. No anodic peak was c.served

between -0.4 and -0.9 V during the reverse potential scans,
which indicated an irreversible process for the reoxidation.

The absence of a cathodic peak in the successive scan was
probably because of diffusion of the reduction product (AsH3)

away from the electrode surface as well as slow formation of

intermetallic compound (cu^ASy) .

Experiments with SWCSV demonstrated cathodic current
peaks in both forward and reverse voltammograms, as shown in

Figure 21. The absence of anodic peak suggests that the
reduction of As-Cu compound is an irreversible process even on

a short-time scale. The reaction between Cu(0) and hydrogen
arsenide produced by a forward potential pulse was too slow to

form As-Cu compound during a reverse potential pulse. It is
very different from that observed in Se-Cu compound (see

Figure 6) where the electrode reduction is quasireversible.
For copper to enhance the adsorption of arsenic, the

deposition potential must be confined between -0.28 and -0.6
V. At a potential more positive than -0.28 V no arsenic(III)
reduction occurred, while at a potential more negative than

-0.6 V arsenic(III) is reduced to arsine. One possible
reaction mechanism for deposition could be that As(III) is

reduced to As(0) and Cu(li) is reduced to Cu(o) as follows
H3AsO3 + 3H+ + 3e‘ ** As (0) + 3H2O

(3.1)

Cu2+ + Hg + 2e * Cu(Hg)

(3-2)

The As(0) and Cu(Hg) deposited on the electrode surface could
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Figure 21. SW forward and reverse voItammograms of

As(III) in the presence of Cu(II). 5 nM As(III); 0.8 mM

Cu(II); 2 M HCl; -0.4 V deposition potential, 1 min

deposition time.
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then form intermetallic compounds with different Cu:As ratios

(CUxAsy) depending on deposition potential and acid

concentration109. It is also possible that Cu(I) can be formed
at the HMDE and stabilized by complex formation with
chloride110111. One possible compound then formed could be the

product of a reaction between Cu(i) and As(0) as follows

As(0) + 3CuC132 + 3e ** CUjAs + 9C1"

(3.3)

When the potential is scanned cathodically the CuxAsy or Cu3As
is reduced to copper at about -0.76 V as follows:
Cu^ASy + 3yH+ + Hg + xe * xCu(Hg) + yAsH3

(3.4)

or

Cu3As + 3H+ + Hg + 3e * 3Cu(Hg) + AsH3

(3e5)

Linear scan CSV (LSCSV) of io nM As(Ill) in 2 M HC1 and
0.8 mM Cu(li) gave a linear relationship (slope= 0.043)

between the peak potential and the logarithm of the scan rate

(10-100 mV/s), as Shown in Figure 22. A value of an = 1.38 can
be calculated from the slope, assuming an irreversible
interfacial reaction112. If a is assumed to be 0.5113, the number

of electrons involved in the reduction (stripping) can be
calculated as *2.8, which supported the conclusion that the

compound formed on the electrode was Cu3As. The deposition of
Cu3As on a platinum electrode under similar experimental

conditions has been previously confirmed by x-ray

diffraction106.

A comparison of

CSV of As(HI) in the presence of

Cu(II) indicated that square wave voltage modulation was more

Peak potential
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log(scan rate)
Figure 22. Linear relationship between log(scan rate) and
peak potential of As(lii) in LSCSV. 10 nM As(IIl), 0.8 mM
CU(II), 2 M HC1, 40 (M N2H4-H2SO4, -0.4 V deposition

potential, and 1 min deposition time.
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sensitive than either linear scan or differential pulse and

SWCSV was used for all subsequent experiments. The peak
current increased with square wave frequency from 10 to 180 Hz
(Figure 23); however, a frequency of 70 Hz (step potential 2

mV and scan rate 140 mV/s) was selected for analytical work

because the peak broadened and the background current
increased at higher frequency. It was also noted that the peak

potential shifted from -0.73 at 10 Hz to -0.86 at 180 Hz which
further illustrated the poor reversibility of the reduction
process.

Square Wave Cathodic Stripping Voltammetry

Effect of hydrazine
It was found that the arsenic peak decreased and
eventually disappeared upon standing in HC1 under a nitrogen

atmosphere. This effect has been previously attributed to
oxygen in the solution109 and to investigate this behavior,

three solutions (20 nM As(IIl) and 0.8 mH cuci2 in 2 M HC1)
were examined. The first solution was exposed to air for one

hour before analysis; the second one was bubbled with nitrogen

for one hour; and the third was analyzed immediately. The

initial current of the solution exposed to air was about half
of that of the other two solutions and

all of the solutions

exhibited smaller reduction peaks upon repeated scanning,
showing that oxygen is not the main factor for the decrease in

current. Since mercury can dissolve in acidic medium114, it is
possible that mercuric ion may react with As(III). The
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Fiç|ur6 23. Effect of SW frequency on the peak current of
Ab(III) in the presence of Cu(II). 3 nM As(III), 0.8 mM
Cu(II) , 2 M HC1, 40 fj,M N2H4*H2SO4, -0.4 V deposition
potential, 1 min deposition time.
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addition of 1 mM HgCl2 to the second solution caused the
complete disappearance of the reduction peak, which indicated

such an oxidation may have occurred.

A similar effect was

found for the reduction of Se(IV)"8, where mercuric ion formed

mercuric selenide, leading to decrease of selenium peak upon
standing.

In an attempt to stabilize the peak current, the effect
of reducing reagents such as iodide, ascorbic acid, and

hydrazine was investigated. These reagents can reduce or
combine with mercuric ions to prevent them from reacting with

As(lli). As a result, the peak current of As(IIl) was constant
during repeated scans. The peak current reached a maximum
value after addition of about 40 gM hydrazine (Figure 24) and
this was chosen as the optimum analytical condition.
Interestingly , it was also found that elemental mercury

can also stabilize the reduction peak. Two solutions of 20 nM

As(III) in 2 M HC1 were prepared with several drops of mercury

inside the cell and purged by nitrogen for one hour before
analysis. The rate of the decrease of the current peak with

time was much slower in the solution containing mercury (8%

during 30 minutes) than that in the mercury-free solution

(100% in 6 minutes). In that case mercury must have reacted
with mercuric ion to produce mercurous ion.

Effect of hydrochloric acid
Attempts to deposit arsenic on an HMDE from 1-2 M

sulfuric acid and perchloric acid in the presence of copper
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Figure 24. Effect of hydrazine concentration on the SW
peak current of arsenic(III) in the presence of Cu(II). 3

nM As(III), 1.2 mH CuCl2 1 min deposition time, -0.4 V
deposition potential.
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were unsuccessful; however, if chloride ion was added to these

acids the arsenic signal can be greatly enhanced.

For

example, a 100-fold increase in the current was observed after

the addition of 2M NaCl to 1 m HC1O4

This peak current was

similar in magnitude to that observed for 2 M HC1. The high
concentration of chloride at the electrode surface must

increase the amount of the As-Cu compound deposited, probably
through stabilization of Cu(I).

it was also found that the

peak potential shifted in a negative direction with increasing

chloride concentration (-0.76 V at 2 mM cr to -0.87 V at 1.5
Cl

m

in 1 M HC104) .

Further evidence for the importance of chloride ion was
observed when it was found that increasing the HC1O4
concentration to 2M caused the arsenic signal to disappear

completely. This must be the result of the competition between

perchlorate ion and chloride ion to occupy the mercury drop
surface. Sulfuric and hydrochloric acids have exhibited
similar behavior in the CSV determination of arsenic in

selenium solution, whereas chloride ion was also critical in

copper medium’". As a result, hydrochloric acid was used for
all subsequent experiments.

To obtain the optimum acid concentration, the
hydrochloric acid concentration was varied and the results are

shown in Figure 25. The peak current was not observed until 1

M HC1, after which it increased with HC1 concentration.
positive shift (9 mV) in peak potential was observed at

A

Peak potential (V)
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Figure 25. Effect of HCl concentration on the SW (e)peak

current and (▼)peak potential of arsenic(III). 5 nM

As (III) , 0.8 mM CuCl; and 40 nM N2H4-H2SO4. 1 min

deposition time, -0.4 V deposition potential.
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increased acid concentration, which is the opposite of that
observed for chloride ion. This positive shift suggests that
high acid concentration favors the reductions of As(III) and

Cu(Il) as indicated by the reaction mechanism. A hydrochloric
acid concentration of 2 M was used to avoid the baseline

deterioration seen at higher concentration.

Effect of copper

As shown in Figure 26,

no SWCSV current was seen for 5

nM As(III) after 1-min deposition in the absence of copper and

a copper concentration of

0.15 mN was required to observe any

signal for arsenic. The peak current increased with copper
concentration and reached a maximum at 0.8 mH copper (II).

The peak potential shifted with increasing copper
concentration (-0.73 V at 0.15 mN to -0.82 V at 1 mM copper).

If the copper concentration was increased further, the current
declined and then leveled off, accompanied by a slight

increase of peak potential. It is obvious that a copper
concentration between 0.75 and 0.92 mM is the optimum
condition for the determination of nanomolar arsenic

concentrations.
Deposition potential

The peak current increased with deposition potential (1

minute deposition time) from -0.3 to -0.4 V as shown in Figure
27. The absence of an arsenic peak at deposition potentials
more positive than -0.3 V was probably due to

reduction of As(III) to As(0). The decrease of

incomplete
the

Peak potential (V)
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Figure 26. Effect of copper concentration on the SW

(•)peak current and (i)peak potential of arsenic(III). 5
nM As (III), 2 M HC1, and 40 nM N2H4-H2SO4. 1 min deposition
time, -0.4 V deposition potential.
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peak current at deposition potentials more negative than

-0.4

V might be related to the several factors. Arsenic(0) could be

reduced to arsine at potentials more negative than -0.4 v, and
this reaction was fast compared to the reaction between
arsenic and copper. Also, the stoichiometry of the deposited

compound could be different at more negative deposition
potentials. A shift of the peak potential from -0.80 v (Edep=

-0.4 V) to -0.84 V at Edep= - 0.45 V provided support for this
explanation.

Deposition time

Figure 28 illustrates the variation of peak current as a
function of the deposition time. It can be seen that the peak

current increased with deposition time, but after a maximum

value was reached,

the peak current then decreased at longer

deposition times. In most CSV analyses involving the

adsorption of a metal complex, the

peak current

levels off

at long deposition times as a result of saturation of the

electrode surface.

The decrease of

deposition times is an

the peak current at long

unusual observation for this type of

analysis. This may be caused by a change in the stoichiometry
of As-Cu deposit due to the occurrence of a different

concentration ratio at the electrode surface at the longer
deposition time.
If the copper concentration was changed, the maximum
current changed as well as the deposition time at which the

current maximized.

As shown in Figure 28, when the copper
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Figure 28. Effect of deposition time on the SW peak
current of arsenic(III) in the presence of (+)2mM,
mH,

(▼)1.5

(■) 1 mM and (•) 0.5 mM CuCl2. 5 nN As(III), 2 M HC1,

and 40

N2H4• H2SO4. -0.4 V deposition potential.
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concentration was decreased, the deposition time to reach the
maximum current was longer and the maximum current value also
increased.

Apparently, at low copper concentration (0.5 nM) a

long deposition time (2 min.) is needed to reach the optimum
concentration of copper in order to form the electroactive

compound with arsenic at the electrode surface and, as a
result, more arsenic was collected by the electrode which

resulted in the higher peak current.

Low concentrations of

arsenic are therefore best determined by decreasing the copper
concentration and increasing the collection time. On the other

hand, the background current was much larger when the scans
were preceded by long adsorption time because the hydrogen

wave shifts toward more positive potentials.

This might be a

result of the adsorption of materials capable of catalyzing
the hydrogen wave.

Analytical Aspects

Detection limit
The detection limit was calculated from repeated

determinations of a sample of Monongahela River water.

This

water contained an As(III) concentration of 0.9±0.1 nM (mean ±

SD, n=9) as determined by the method of standard additions.
The limit of detection (0.8 mM Cu(ii), 2 M HC1, 1 min

deposition) based on 3<j of these data was 0.3 nM. The same

procedure was applied to obtain the limit of detection in a

sea water sample taken from Boston Harbor. This sample had
been stored in our laboratory for several years and no As(III)
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was detected in the sample. Repeated determination of this

sample spiked with 1 nN As(III) gave a relative standard
deviation of 8% (n=ii), which yielded a limit of detection of

0.2 nN. If a

lower concentration of copper was used, this

limit of detection could be reduced by extending the

deposition time as previously noted in Figure 28. For example,

the limit of detection would be 0.06 nM (5 ppt) with a copper
concentration of 0.1 mM and a deposition time of 10 min. This

value is well below that previously quoted (ca. 0.2 and 1 ppb)

for the determination of arsenic in the presence of copper.

Linear range
The linear calibration range of the method is limited at
one extreme by the minimum measurable peak height, and on the

other by the reaction between arsenic and copper on the HMDE

surface.

With 1 min deposition time, 0.8 mM Cu(Il) and 2 M

HC1, the peak current increased linearly with arsenic
concentration up to 8 nM as shown in Figure 29. As mentioned

previously, a shorter deposition time would not be useful for
the extension of this linear range.

This nonlinearity is

possibly due to the change of stoichiometry of As-Cu compound

at high concentration of arsenic. The similar effect was
observed in the investigation of deposition time where the
peak current decreased at long deposition times. Adjustment of

the analytical conditions to 1-min deposition, 0.8 mM Cu(II),

1 M HC1, and a deposition potential of -0.55V allowed a linear
calibration curve up to 500 nM As(Ill), as shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 29. SWCSV peak current as a function of As(III)
concentration . 0.8 mM CuCl2, 2 M HC1

and 40 /1M N2H4 • H2SO4.

-0.4 V deposition potential and 1 min deposition time.
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Figure 30. SWCSV peak current as a function of As(III)

concentration. 0.8 mM CuCl2,l M HC1, and 40 /xM N2H4-H2SO4.
-0.55 V deposition potential and 1 min deposition time.
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Interferences
Surface-active compounds usually interfere with CSV

methods by competitive adsorption at the HMDE. This was

investigated by the addition of different surfactants and

fulvic acid to the sample. As shown in Figure 31, the addition
of the surface-active compounds resulted in lower peak current

and a negative shift in the peak potential. This shift led to
an increased

baseline current, which further decreased the

sensitivity. An increase in peak current was seen with the
addition of up to 2 mg/L fulvic acid.

The reason for this

increase was unclear.
Electroactive trace elements which may directly deposit

on the HMDE or competitively form a compound with copper or
arsenic represent other types of interferences. Various
elements were added to a 5 nM As(lli) solution to give a final
concentration of 1 /iM. No interference was found for Al, Bi,

Cd, Co, Cr(lii), Cr(VI), eu, Fe, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, sn, Ti, v,

Zn. Major ions in natural waters such as Ca2+ ( 1 mM) , K+(l mM) ,
Mg2+ ( 1 mM), Na+(1 mM) , Br(10 mM) , F(10 mM) , N03(10 mM) , so/ (10
mM), HPO42(10 mM), and HC03(10 mM) also had no effect. A 1 mM

concentration of EDTA, citrate, or tartrate did not interfere,

whereas oxalate caused a 10% decrease in arsenic peak current.
The elements which have chemical properties similar to

arsenic caused interferences. When present in the same
concentration as As (III), Sb(Iii),

Be(IV), and Te(lV)

decreased the arsenic peak by ca. 77, 78, and 100%,
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Figure 31. Effects of (•) fulvic acid,

dodecyltrimethyl-ammonium chloride,

(■)

(▼) sodium

dodecylsulfate, and (+) Triton X-loo on the SWCSV peak

current of 5 nM As(Iii). 0.8 mM CuC12,2 M HC1, and 40 /im

N2H4-H2SO4. -0.40 V deposition potential and 1 min
deposition time.

respectively. At a high concentration of selenium,
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two SWCSV

peaks appeared at -0.66 and -0.77 V. The first peak was caused
by deposition of cuprous selenide, and the latter was related

to arsenic through the deposition of arsenic selenide.

Determination of Arsenic fill) in Natural Waters
The SWCSV method for determination of As(III)was applied

to the analysis of river water and sea water samples. The

results of the analysis are shown in Figures 32 and 33.
Concentration of As(lii) in the river water sample is o.9+0.1

nN. A small peak, though below the detection limit, is
apparent in the analysis of the sea water yielding an
estimated concentration of about 0.1 nM. Such a low
concentration cannot be analyzed by other analogous methods.

Conclusions
This study has optimized the analytical conditions for

the measurement of arsenic(III) by CSV in the presence of

copper and hydrochloric acid. The method was improved by using

square wave voltage modulation to obtain a detection limit of
0.2 nM (1-min) and 0.06 nM (10-min), which represents a

significant improvement over other similar methods. This

permitted the direct measurement of arsenic in both sea and
river water. The SWCSV method provides a faster and more
reproducible measurement for As(III) than those previously
reported.
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Figure 32. Determination of As(III) in Monongahela River

water.

(1) distilled water; (2)

river water sample, 0.9

nM As(III); (3)-(5) addition of 1, 2, and 3 nM As(iii) to
the river water. 0.8 mM Cud,, 2 M HC1 and 40 pM

N2H4-H2SO4. -0.4 V deposition time and 1 min deposition

time.
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Figure 33. Determination of As(III) in sea water.
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CHAPTER IV
SQUARE WAVE CATALYTIC STRIPPING VOLTAMMETRY OF

VANADIUM IN THE PRESENCE OF

2i3-dihydroxynaphthalene

AND BROMATE

Introduction
Vanadium is of particular interest in the biosphere

because of its dual physiological properties as a nutrient at

the trace level and a toxicant at high concentration"51’6. From
an environmental point of view, the concentration of vanadium

is used to assess the extent of pollution originating from

fossil fuel combustion. The background vanadium concentration
in natural waters is on the order of pg/L”6, and this can be
even lower in fresh water.

The measurement of vanadium usually reguires a
preconcentration step for most instrumental techniques”7-”9. The

procedures often involve the addition of solvents,
coprecipitants , and adsorbents which could cause problems in a

trace analysis. There are only a few techniques which can be
used to directly determine vanadium in natural waters, and

adsorptive stripping voltammetry (AdSV) is the most convenient

and economical. AdSV utilizes the adsorption of the element
complex onto an electrode surface followed by removal with a

cathodic potential scan. It is the timed adsorption of the
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complex and its reduction that enables AdSV to be one of the

most sensitive techniques at the sub-nanomolar levels. Because

the AdSV signal is based not only on the element, but also on
the reducible complex, it can be applied to analysis of

many

elements that are not normally suited to traditional
electrochemical techniques.

A surface-active ligand with an appropriate stability
constant is the key to AdSV. During the last decade, several

different ligands have been examined

for the determination of

vanadium, including 5-Br-PADAP120, catechol121, cupferron122,

solochrome violet RS123, 2-(2-thiozolylazo) -p-cresol124,
pyrogallol125, and pyrocatechol violet126. The best sensitivity

reported is about 0.1 nM for an adsorption time of 2-15 min.,
but this sensitivity is often ruined as a result of

competitive adsorption by surface-active substances in the

sample. In that case, a longer collection period is unsuitable
for improving the sensitivity and can often lead to a worse

situation. It is, therefore, necessary to remove such
interferences by either UV-irradiation or wet digestion before
the measurement, and this treatment can be tedious and time

consuming. One approach to overcome this disadvantage is to

increase the sensitivity of the method itself without the need
to extend the adsorption time.
It has been shown that hydrogen peroxide can be used as a

catalyst to increase the sensitivity for the polarographic
analysis of vanadium127. Recently, bromate has been used in the
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AdSV of vanadium to greatly amplify the reduction current of
the gallic acid128 or catechol complexes129. The detection limit
for one method is better than pM133; however, the main drawback

for these methods has been the oxidation of the ligands by

dissolved oxygen or nonreproducible sensitivity, our study
focused on the selection of a more stable complexing ligand

for the catalytic AdSV analysis of vanadium.
A number of reagents which form reducible complexes with
vanadium or catalyze the reaction of the complex on a hanging
mercury drop electrode were examined in preliminary

experiments. Comparison of several oxidizing reagents
(chlorate, bromate, hydrogen peroxide, periodate, and

persulfate) indicated that bromate was the most suitable.
Catechol, pyrogallol, and gallic acid contain dihydroxy groups
and gave reduction peaks for their vanadium complexes, but

their catalytic current with bromate was variable and

gradually increased with time, similar compounds, like tiron,
2,3-dihydroxynaphthalene-6-sulfonic acid, salicylic acid, and
sulfosalicylic acid, although stable in aqueous solution,

produced lower catalytic currents in the presence of bromate.

A very sensitive reduction peak for vanadium was observed with
mandelic acid as the ligand. This peak was approximately 0.16

V more positive than the peak for molybdenum, but the two

peaks overlapped because the mandelic acid and bromate are
also reagents used for molybdenum under similar conditions130.

Other ligands containing the hydroxyazo group included

4-(p-
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nitrophenlazo)resorcinol, 4-(2-pyridylazo)resorcinol, l-(2pyridylazo)-2-naphthol, and solochrome violet RS but they

either demonstrated no catalytic reduction peak or were less
sensitive than DHN.

Experimental
Instrumentation and Apparatus

Stripping and cyclic voltammograms were obtained with a
BAS-100 electrochemical analyzer (Bioanalytical Systems,

Lafayette, IN). The electrode was a PAR Model 303A (EG&G,
Princeton, NJ) static mercury drop electrode and a medium

size, 0.019 cm2, drop was used. The sample cell was fitted with

an Ag/AgCl (4 M KC1, saturated with AgCl) reference electrode
and a platinum wire auxiliary electrode. The pH meter was

calibrated on the NIST pH scale. Nitrogen saturated with water
vapor was used for stirring.

Reagents
All solutions were prepared with deionized, double glassdistilled water. A 0.01 M V(V) stock solution was prepared by

dissolving 0.117 g ammonium vanadate (MC&B) in 100 ml of 0.1 M
H2SO4 and standard solutions were diluted daily as required. A
0.05 M solution of DHN was prepared by dissolution of 0.320 g

2,3-dihydoxynaphthalene (Sigma) in 20 ml of 50% ethanol; this
solution was stable for several weeks. AIM NaBrO3 (Baker)

solution was prepared by dissolving 1.51 g sodium bromate in
20 ml water. An acetate buffer solution (1 M) was prepared by
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mixing 0.5 M acetic acid (Fisher) and 0.5 M sodium acetate

(Fisher) and adjusted pH to 4.8. The solutions of NaBrO3 and
buffer were purified by equilibration with 0.5 g Chelex-100 to
remove traces of vanadium.
Natural water samples were collected from the surface

water of Monongahela River and Cheat Lake near Morgantown,
West Virginia. The samples were filtered with 0.47 pm
Nuclepore membrane immediately upon collection and stored in

high-density acid-washed polyethylene bottles.
Procedure
A 10-ml aliquot of sample was pipetted into the

voltammetric cell and the pH was adjusted to ca. 4.8 by the
addition of acetate buffer. The solution was made 0.1 mM in
DHN (20 pl of the 0.05 M stock solution) and 5 mM in NaBrO3(50

Ml of the 1 M stock solution) and degassed by purging with

argon (saturated with water vapor) for 4 min.

A new mercury

drop was extruded to initiate the adsorption, and the

absorption potential was set to -0.1 V. The solution was

stirred with argon for o-io min depending on the vanadium
concentration. Stirring was stopped and, after a 10-s
quiescent period, the voltage was scanned in a negative

direction. This voltage scan was carried out using square wave
modulation with a pulse height of 25 mV, a frequency of 15 Hz
and a step height of 2 mV (an effective scan rate of 30 mV/s).

The reduction peak for vanadium occurred at -0.56 V and

increased with the vanadium concentration up to ca. 4 nM for
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1-min adsorption period. The scan was repeated after a

standard addition of vanadium.

Results and Discussion

Catalytic Characteristics

The half-wave potential of the V(V)/V(IV) reduction wave
in acidic media is normally near 1.0 V131. At pH 4.8, linear

scan voltammetry (LSV) of 50

V(V) showed two cathodic

peaks, one at -0.43 V and the other near -1.1 v, as shown in
Figure 34. These peaks probably correspond to the reductions
of V(V) to V(IV) and V(IV) to V(II) , respectively132. Addition

of DHN to this solution shifted the potential of the first
peak to -0.37 V, corresponding to reduction of the V(V)-DHN
complex. A new peak appeared at -0.85 V, which was presumed to

involve the reduction of some form of V(IV).
In the presence of bromate, the peak current for V(V)-DHN
complex increased dramatically, and was accompanied by a
negative peak potential shift. As expected, the peak at -0.8 V
disappeared since the V(IV) was oxidized back to V(V) by

bromate at the electrode surface. Such peak appearance is a
diagnostic of the catalytic reaction coupled with two

consecutive electron transfers, which has been discussed by

Polcyn and Shain*33.
The stoichiometry of the V(V)-DHN complex was determined

by using the following equation134
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Figure 34. LS voltammograms of (1)V(V),
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1

'max

'max^v-dhn [DHN]n

where i is current ; iwAx is the maximum current ; /JVDHN is the

stability constant of the complex V(V)-DHN; [DHN] is the DHN
concentration ; and, n is the coordination number of DHN in the
complex. A linear relationship between

1/i and 1/[DHN]n was

observed when n=l in Figure 35, suggesting a 1:1 ratio of V(V)
to DHN in the complex.
Polarography of 10 /1M V(V) in 0.1 mM DHN gave a linear

relationship (slope = -0.050) between log (i/( ii-i )) and the
potential for the wave at E1/2= -0.516 V , as shown in Figure

36. This slope implied that the number of electrons involved
in the AdSV reduction (stripping) must be « i,3î.

Cyclic voltammetry of the V(V)-DHN complex was also

investigated with and without bromate, which is shown in

Figure 37. The first scan was preceded by stirred adsorption
at “0.1 V for 1 min and was immediately followed by the second

scan. The scan obtained without bromate resulted in only a
very small peak at -0.57 V which clearly demonstrated the

effect of bromate on the V(V)/V(IV) reduction current. The
catalytic current (E, = -0.61 V) increased with the adsorption
time,

which implied reduction of an adsorbed complex. The

broad background current was caused by the direct electrode
reduction of bromate ion. The anodic scan, unlike the one
without bromate, yielded a cathodic rather than an anodic

1/i (x 1E-07)
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Figure 35. Effect of varying n on the relationship
between 1/i and 1/[DHN]- for V(V)-DHN complex.

(+)n=l;

(•)n=2; and (i)n=3. 2 nM V(V), 5 mM bromate, pH 4.8, -0.1

V deposition potential, 1 min deposition time.

ill

log(i/(id-i))
Figure 36. Linear relationship between log(i/(id-i) ) and E

in polarography of V(V). 10
4.8.

V(V), 0.1 mH DHN, and pH
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Figure 37. Cyclic voltammograms of V(V)-DHN complex with and

without bromate. Scan 1 is preceded by 1-min adsorption, and
immediately followed by scan 2 in the presence of 5 mH

bromate. Scan 3 is preceded by 1-min adsorption without the
addition of bromate. 10 nM V(V), 0.1 mM DHN, pH 4.8, -0.1 v

adsorption potential, 1 min adsorption time, and scan rate so
mV/s.
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peak. This suggested that chemical oxidation of V(IV)-DHN to
V(V)-DHN at the electrode surface by bromate was dominant, and

that most of the V(IV)-DHN was converted to V(V)-DHN. This
resulted in more V(V) than V(IV) at the electrode surface,

even during the anodic scan, which produced a net cathodic
current. Scan 2 resulted in a decrease of cathodic peak due to

the desorption of reduced vanadium away from the electrode
surface.
The effect of bromate concentration was also studied with
LSV. At a constant concentration of the vanadium complex, the

reduction current should be proportional to the scan rate136;

however, as the scan rate was increased, the reduction current
actually decreased (Figure 38). This was probably due to slow

kinetics of the oxidation of V(IV) by bromate, and hence less
V(V) was available for electrode reduction at the faster scan

rates. As a result, a smaller catalytic current was observed
when the scan rate was high. This suggested that the reduction

current was mainly catalytic, and that this current was

limited by the reaction rate of bromate. The peak potential

was independent on scan rate, implying a reversible reduction

of V(V)-DHN complex on the electrode.
The nature of the catalytic current was further

investigated using the method of Nicholson and Sha in137. Figure
39 shows the current function (peak current/square root of the
scan rate) was inversely proportional to the scan rate,

indicating an EC mechanism. The likely reaction mechanism is
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complex is formed in the bulk solution, and

then that complex is accumulated at the mercury electrode at

-0.1 V. During the potential scanning, the V(V)- DHN complex
is reduced to V(IV)-DHN which forms an ion-pair complex with
bromate138. The bromate oxidizes V(IV)-DHN back to V(V)-DHN at

the electrode surface, and this produces the following
catalytic cycle

VO;(DHN)

+ 2H+ + e" - VO(H2O) (DHN)

VO(H2O) (DHN) + BrOj'
VO(BrO3) (DHN)" -

- VO (Br03) (DHN) ‘ + H2O

VO2(DHN)■ + BrO2*

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4<3)

Sguare Wave Catalytic Stripping Voltammetry
Frequency
The application of linear scan, differential pulse, and

square wave (SW) voltage modulation all produced similar peak
currents with V(V), but a smaller diffusion current for
bromate was observed with the square wave technique, so it was
used to optimize the analytical conditions. The peak current

was constant with the square wave frequency, as shown in

Figure 40. This was caused by the slow kinetics of oxidation
of bromate as described earlier.

An effective scan rate of 30

mv/s (15 Hz frequency and 2 mV step potential) was chosen as

the optimum analytical condition.
PH

The effect of pH on the current is shown in Figure 41.

The peak current increased with pH to a maximum around 3.6,
and decreased thereafter. The peak potential shifted from
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-0.46 V at pH 3.3 to -0.60 V at pH 5.1, respectively, which

was due to the increased conditional stability constant of the

complex at high pH. It was also noted that the baseline
deteriorated at pH 3.6, which was caused by the larger

diffusion current of bromate at lower pH. As a result, a pH

value of 4.8 was chosen for the purpose of trace-level
analysis. The addition of an acetate buffer caused a 65%
reduction in peak current compared to that at pH 3.6, but the

current remained higher than before the acetate addition. A 10
mM acetate buffer of pH 4.8 was used as the optimum analytical
condition.

2.3-Dihvdroxvnaphthalene(DHN)
As expected, the SWAdSV response depended on the DHN

concentration. The reduction current increased with the DHN
concentration up to ca 0.1-0.2 mM and then decreased slightly
(Figure 42) which was probably the result of free ligand

competition for the electrode surface or the formation of
different complex. The peak potential shifted in a negative
direction as the DHN concentration was increased, indicating a
more stable complex. As the concentration of DHN was further

increased, the peak potential shifted in a positive direction
which could be the result of the formation of a complex with
different stoichiometry . Therefore, the optimal DHN
concentration was 0.1 mM.
Bromate

NaBrO, was used as the oxidizing reagent because it is
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more soluble than KBrO,. Its catalytic effect on the reduction

of V(V)-DHN complex is illustrated in Figure 43. The peak
current increased gradually with the bromate concentration.

The sensitivity (adsorption time = 1 min) increased with

bromate concentration from 1.1 nA/nM at 0 mM to 380 nA/nM at

20 mM bromate. Although a higher sensitivity could be gained,

a larger bromate concentration caused the baseline of the
V(V)-DHN peak to degrade as a result of the large diffusion

current from bromate. Thus, 5 mM bromate was the optimum

analytical condition even though the method sensitivity was
lower at this concentration (40% of that at 20 mM bromate).
One interesting phenomenon observed is that peak potential
shifted to more negative potential with increased bromate

concentration. This type of effect has been noted previously
in catalytic voltammetry139, where the peak potential shifted in

a negative direction as the apparent rate constant changed
with concentration at a constant scan rate.

Adsorption potential
The adsorption potential was examined over the range from

0 to -0.7 V to obtain the optimum preconcentration potential.
The stirred adsorption was carried out for 1 min followed by a

I0-8 Quiet time before the SWAdSV scan was initiated at

-o.l

V. As shown in Figure 44, the peak current decreased gradually
at the more negative adsorption potential and no peak was

obtained if the adsorption potential was less than the peak
potential. The highest peak current was obtained at an
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Figure 43. Effect of bromate concentration on the (•
peak current and (▼) peak potential of 0.5 nM V(V).
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The other
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adsorption potential > -0.15 V,

where the electrode surface

was positively charged, which indicated the V(V)-DHN complex
was negatively charged.

Adsorption time
As a result of the surface-activity of

the V(V) - DHN

complex, higher sensitivity could be achieved by extending the
adsorption time as shown in Figure 45. The peak current
increased gradually with the adsorption time; however, use of
a long adsorption time is inconvenient, especially where the

sample might contain interfering organic surfactants.
Analytical Aspects

Detection limit

The detection limit for V(V) was estimated from repeated

determinations of a trace level V(V)

(50 pM) in water.

Using

the optimized analytical conditions and a 1-min adsorption
time, the relative standard deviation was

±10% (n=7) with a

detection limit of 15 pM based on 3o. The DL could be

decreased to 4 pM by extending the adsorption time to 10 min.
Adsorption combined with the catalytic effect has provided a
sensitive method that was sufficient to determine vanadium in

most natural waters. The relative standard deviation at 1 nN
V(V) was found to be 1% (n=7).

Linear range
An attempt was made to discriminate between V(V) and
V(IV), which is important in the study of the biological and

geochemical behavior of this element. The addition of V(IV) to
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a solution produced a peak at the same potential and current

as V(V). Obviously, the V(IV) ions were oxidized by bromate

prior to or during adsorption at a potential which is more
positive than the oxidization potential of V(IV). Different

ligands were also tested and it was impossible to distinguish
V(V) from V(IV) by this technique. Therefore, the present

method can only measure the total vanadium concentration and
any speciation would require a pre-separation between V(V) and

• Experiments are currently underway in this laboratory

to find an electrochemical method to differentiate between

these two oxidation states.
The linear calibration range of the catalytic AdSV was

dependent on the adsorption isotherms and the reaction rate of
the complex. Experimentally, it can be controlled by changing
the adsorption time and the degree of stirring as demonstrated

in Figure 46. At a stirred adsorption time of 1 min,

the peak

current increased linearly with V(V) concentration from 0.05
to 4 nM with a slope of 140 A/M

(R2 = 0.998). This linear

range can be extended by using a shorter adsorption time or no
stirring, and the increase in the peak current was linear as a

function of V(V) concentration up to 12 nM with 10-s
adsorption, and 180 nM with 10—s non—stirred adsorption period
(Figure 47).

Interferences
Naturally occurring organic compounds can be adsorbed

onto the electrode surface and interfere with SWAdSV analysis.
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This effect was evaluated using fulvic acid, sodium
dodecylsulphate (SDS), dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride
(DTAC), or Triton X-100

as shown in Figure 48. These model

compounds all interfered with V(V) analysis, with fulvic acid

causing the most severe decrease in the peak current,
presumably due to its complexing capability with vanadium139 and

large molecular size (MW=990). A smaller effect, about a tenth

of that exhibited by the fulvic acid, was produced by the
nonionic Triton X-100, and the similar weaker behavior was

observed for the anionic SDS. Therefore, the analysis of a
natural water sample could be affected adversely by these or
similar

compounds.

The addition of cationic DTAC caused the peak current to
increase up to 300%. This was probably due to several reasons :
1)

the reduction potential of V(V)-DHN complex shifted in a

negative direction, from -0.56 V at 0 mg/L to -0.63 V at 3
mg/L of DTAC, which made the adsorption more efficient140, and

2) the surfactant surrounding the electrode formed a monolayer
with a positive charge that allowed the complex to adsorb more

easily. In addition, it would not be easy for the complex
trapped inside the surfactant monolayer to diffuse back into
the solution. The baseline was improved because the diffusion

current of bromate was depressed and this also contributed to
the sensitivity enhancement. This is a unique effect that can

be used to improve the sensitivity and selectivity of the V(V)
analysis.
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It was also noted

that the interference was severe at a

longer adsorption time due to the competition of the

surfactant for the electrode surface, as shown in Figure 49.

Consequently, longer adsorption times are not suitable to
enhance the peak current for untreated samples that contain a
concentration of surface active compounds.
Interferences from other metal ions could result if they can

form adsorbable complexes with DHN or, produce a reduction
peak near that of V(V). Various ions (100 nM) were tested as
possible interferences with the analysis of 0.5 nM V(V) under

the conditions of 0.1 mM DHN and 5 mM bromate. The result of

interference tests is shown in Table 4. No interference was

found for As (III) , As(V), Bi, Cd, Co, Cr(IH) , Cr(VI), cu,
Fe(II), Fe(III), Mn, Ni, Pb, Be(IV), Be(VI) , or Zn. The

addition of Al and Bn reduced the peak current of V(V) by 35%

and

73%, respectively. Mo produced a broad peak at -0.28 V

and, as a result of a similar catalytic effect, the current
could be large enough to interfere severely if the Mo
concentration is much higher than V(V). in preliminary

experiments, it was noted that the peak current for Mo decayed
rapidly if the potential was held at -0.4 V for 20 s. The Mo

interference can be eliminated by the following procedure:
adsorption potential was still at -o.l v for fixed period,
thereafter the potential was switched to -0.4 v for 20 s

during the quiescent period to allow the reduced Mo complex to

diffuse away from the electrode, then the scan (-0.4 to -0.8V)
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0.5 nM V(V) at (t)i min,

(*)2 min, and (■) 5 min

adsorption time. SW frequency is 15 Hz and the other

conditions are the same as Figure 40.
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Table 4. Effect of coexisting ion on SWAdSV peak current of
0.5 nM V(V). The other conditions are the same as Figure 40.

Ion

Concentration

Peak current(%)

V5+

0.5 nM

100

Al3+

100 nM

65

As5+

100 nM

100

As3+

100 nM

100

Bi3+

100 nM

96

Cd2+

100 nM

103

Co2+

100 nM

97

Cr6+

100 nM

105

dr3"*"

100 nM

100

Cu2+

100 nM

100

Fe3+

100 nM

100

Mn2+

100 nM

100

Mo6+

1 nM

70

Ni2+

100 nM

100

Pbz+

100 nM

97

Se6+

100 nM

105

Sn4+

100 nM

27

Zn2+

100 nM

95
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for V(V) was started.

Application
The application of the optimized analytical method for

the measurement of vanadium in natural waters was verified
with lake water samples. Three successive standard additions

to the samples resulted in the well-defined peaks given in

Figure 50. The peak at ca. -0.28 V was caused by the catalytic
current of Mo(VI) which was present in this lake water. The

concentration in the original sample was calculated as 0.22 ±
0.01 nM. In order to calculate the recovery, known amounts of

V(V) were added to the sample solutions and the recoveries
were found to be quantitative in the range of 92-102% as shown
in Table 5.

Conclusions
V(V) forms a 1:1 complex with DHN which is spontaneously
adsorbed on the electrode surface. The complex undergoes a

one-electron reversible reduction during the cathodic

potential scanning. The electrode reduction of V(V) coupled
with the chemical oxidation by bromate completes a catalytic

cycle, which greatly magnifies the reduction current of the
V(V)-DHN complex by a hundred times. The potential scan rate
and the catalytic current are controlled by the reaction rate
between V(IV) and bromate. Combination of the adsorption and

catalytic effect provides a convenient method for the
measurement of total vanadium at the picomolar level. Such
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Potential (V)
Figure 50. SWAdSV scans of vanadium in a water sample

from Cheat Lake. Scan 1, 0.22 nM V; sacn 2-4, standard
addition of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 nM V to the sample,
respectively. SW frequency is 15 Hz and the other

conditions are the same as Figure 40.
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Table 5. Recovery of vanadium added to lake water
added

found

recovery

recovery

(nN)

(nM)*

(nM)b

(%)

0

0.22

0.2

0.41

0.19

95

1

1.15

0.93

93

5

5.30

5.1

102

10

10.1

50

46

9.8
46

98
92

- me result are the average of three determinations

<= 1ÏÏ+X-J7ec°very concentration is the found concentration
subtracts the vanadium concentration in the lake water.
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high sensitivity eliminates the problem caused by long
adsorption times in trace analysis and minimizes the

interferences from surface-active materials in the sample. The
present method is suitable for analysis of natural water
without interference removal.
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CHAPTER V
SQUARE WAVE CATALYTIC STRIPPING VOLTAMMETRY OF
MOLYBDENUM IN THE PRESENCE OF
2,3-DIHYDROXYNAPHTHALENE AND BROMATE

Introduction

Molybdenum is an important element in the biosphere
because of its fundamental role in a number of enzymatic

reactions, such as nitrogenase in nitrogen fixation141. However,
an excess of the element may lead to a harmful effect on

animals142. Its concentration in the natural waters has been

found to affect the bioactivity of different plants143. The
concentration of molybdenum is quite high in open sea water (~

1 x 107 M), but it is very low in most natural fresh water
(1010 - 109M). The usual methods for the determination of this
element, such as spectrophotometry, inductive coupled plasma,

and atomic absorption spectrometry are not sensitive enough
for measurement at such low levels. Therefore, a convenient,

sensitive analytical method is required for the determination
of molybdenum. Electrochemical techniques have been explored

for that purpose for a long time.
Molybdenum has been determined by polarography144 and

voltammetry145. Compared to these traditional techniques,

adsorptive stripping voltammetry (AdSV) has shown an
impressive sensitivity as a result of interfacial accumulation
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of a metal complex rather than metal itself. Several ligands,

such as diethyldithiocarbamate146, 8-hydroxyquinoline147,
phosphate148, salicylhydroxamic acid149, and Toluidine Blue150 have

been explored for the analysis of molybdenum. Although the
detection limits of these methods were as low as 1 x IO"10- 1 x
109 M, the concentration of molybdenum in most natural waters
is very near this range. Improved sensitivity of this
technique is required for a reliable measurement. A method
with higher sensitivity would also lead to shorter adsorption

times and less interference from surfactants in the water
sample which become more serious at long adsorption periods.
Kolthoff and Parry observed that the reduction current of

Mo(VI) could be increased by the catalytic effect of hydrogen
peroxide151. Later, similar effects were found using chlorate

and nitrate152,153. These oxidizing reagents have also been used
more recently in polarographic analysis of molybdenum154"156. This

catalytic effect was also coupled to adsorptive stripping
voltammetry(AdSV) to give a significant increase in

sensitivity. Catalytic AdSV methods include 8—

hydroxyquinoline/nitrate157, 3-methoxy-4-hydroxymandelic
acid/bromate158, cupferron159, and mandelic acid/chlorate 160. The
detection limits for these methods are about 10"11 —
This work presents a catalytic AdSV method for the

determination of molybdenum, using 2,3-dihydroxynaphthalene(DHN) as ligand and bromate as oxidizing reagent. A
Mo(VI)-DHN complex is formed and accumulated on the mercury
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electrode surface. As the potential is scanned in the negative

direction, Mo(VI) is reduced to Mo(V) which is immediately
oxidized back to Mo(VI) by the bromate, completing the

catalytic cycle. The combination of effective preconcentration
and catalytic reaction afford the high sensitivity for the

method. This method has been applied to determination of
molybdenum in different water samples.

Experimental
Instrumentation and Apparatus

Cyclic, linear scan, and square wave stripping
voltammograms were obtained with a BAS-100 electrochemical
analyzer (Bioanalytical Systems, Lafayette, IN). The working

electrode was a PAR 303A (EG&G, Princeton, NJ) hanging mercury
drop electrode (HMDE). A medium-size drop with area of 0.019

cm2was used throughout. The sample cell was fitted with a
Ag/AgCl (4 M KC1, saturated with AgCl) reference electrode and

a platinum wire auxiliary electrode. A model 171 pH meter
(Fisher) was calibrated on the NIST pH scale. Nitrogen
saturated with water vapor was used for both deaeration and

stirring.

Reagents

All solutions were prepared with double glass distilled

water. Mo(VI) stock solution (0.01 M) was prepared by
dissolving 0.0484 g sodium molybdate (Fisher) in 20 ml of

water. This stock Mo(VI) solution was used to prepare standard
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daily. The DHN solution (0.1M) was prepared by dissolution of
0.160 g

2,3-dihydoxynaphthalene (Sigma) in 10 ml of 50%

ethanol and this solution was stable for several weeks. NaBrO3

solution (1 M) was prepared by dissolving 1.51 g sodium
bromate (Baker) in 20 ml water. AIM acetate buffer solution

was prepared by mixing 0.5 M acetic acid and 0.5 M sodium

acetate. The solutions of NaBrO3 and buffer were purified by

equilibrating a 20-ml aliquot with 0.5 g Chelex-100 to remove
traces of molybdenum. All solutions were stored in 20-ml high
density polyethylene bottles

Lake and river water samples were collected from the
surface water of Cheat Lake and the Monongahela River near
Morgantown, West Virginia. Rain water samples were collected

from Morgantown area in September 1995, and the tap water

samples were from this laboratory. All samples were filtered
immediately upon the collection with 0.47 Mm Nuclepore

membrane filter and stored in high-density acid-washed
polyethylene bottles at room temperature.
Procedure

A 10-ml sample aliquot was pipetted into the voltammetric

cell, and the pH was adjusted to ca. 4.7 by the addition of
0.1 ml of the 1 M acetate buffer. 0.1 ml of the 0.1 M DHN
stock solution and 0.3 ml of the 3 M bromate stock solution

were added to the solution (final concentrations of 1 mM DHN

and 30 mM bromate, respectively), and the solution was mixed
by purging with nitrogen (saturated with water vapor) for 4
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min. A new mercury drop was extruded to initiate the
adsorption at -0.05 V. The solution was stirred by purging

with nitrogen for a fixed period of 0-2 min depending on the
molybdenum concentration. After a 10-s quiescent period,
potential was scanned in a negative direction using the square
wave modulation with a pulse height of 25 mV, a frequency of

50 Hz and a step height of 2 mV (effective scan rate of 100

mV/s). The peak current of molybdenum at ca. -0.30 V was

linear with the molybdenum concentration up to ca. 3 x io” M
for 1-min adsorption period, but the linear range was extended

by using a shorter time or non-stirred adsorption. The
concentration of molybdenum was quantified by standard

addition.

Results and Discussion
Catalytic Characteristics
Linear scan voltammetry of 200 nN Mo(VI) at pH 4.7 showed

two cathodic peaks, one at -0.34 V and the other near -0.7 V.
These two peaks corresponded to the reductions of Mo(VI) to

Mo(V) and Mo(V) to Mo (III) , respectively161. Addition of 1 mN
DHN to the solution shifted the first peak to -0.28 V,
indicating an easier reduction of DHN complex, while the

second peak shifted to -0.79 V, caused by reduction of
complexed Mo(V). In the presence of bromate, the peak current
of Mo(VI)/Mo(V) was dramatically increased and accompanied by

a shift of peak potential toward -0.32 V. This peak increased
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with adsorption time, indicating an adsorbed complex. As
expected, the peak at -0.79 V disappeared since Mo(V) was

reoxidized to Mo(VI) by bromate at the electrode surface.
Mo(VI) is known to form a 1:2 complex with diphenols in

neutral solution162, whereas it may form a 1:1 complex in acid
media

. In order to clarify the complex composition at pH 4.7,

the reduction current of 200 nM Mo(VI) was measured at various

concentrations of DHN. This resulted in a linear relationship
between i1 and [DHN]"2 (Figure 51) according to Equation 4.1,

which suggested the composition of Mo(VI) and DHN complex is
1:2138. Therefore, MoO2(DHN)22" must be present in a solution of

excess DHN.
An attempt to determine the number of electrons

transferred in the Mo(VI)-DHN reaction with polarography was
unsuccessful because the i-E wave was ill-shaped due to the

adsorption of DHN. For a reversible interfacial reaction the
number of electrons transferred can be obtained using linear
scan voltammetry (LSV) according to the following164:

AEpia = 90.6/n mV
where AEp1/2 is the total width at half-height for the current

peak and n is the number of electrons. The value of AEp1/2 falls

within the range of 92-95 mV at scan rates from 0.02 to 0.1
V/s and Mo(VI) concentration of 200 nM, as shown in Table 6.
Thus, the number of electrons involved in the reduction

(stripping) should be « 1, which is in agreement with the
prior assumption.
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1/[DHN]An (n=1, x 1E-06; n=2, x 1E-12; n=3, x 1E-18)
Figure 51. Effect of varying n on the relationship

between 1/i and 1/[DHN]“ for Mo(VI)-DHN complex.

(+) n=l

(•) n=2; and(▼) n=3. 200 nM Mo(VI), pH 4.7, -0.05 v
deposition potential, 1 min deposition time.
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Table 6. AEp1/2 of LSV peaks for Mo (VI) -DHN complex at different

scan rates. 200 nM Mo(V), 1 mM DHN, pH 4.7, -0.05 adsorption
potential, and 1 min adsorption time.

Scan rate(mV/s)

AEp../7-LmV)

20

92

40

94

60

93

80

95

100

95

Averages

93.8
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The cyclic voltanunograms of the Mo(VI)-DHN complex with
and without bromate are shown in Figure 52. Scan 1 was

preceded by stirred adsorption at -0.05 V for 1 min and was
immediately followed by scan 2. The reduction of the Mo(VI)-

DHN is considered reversible, as there was only a small

difference (18 mV) between the reduction and oxidation
potentials (see Figure 52a). This is further supported by

similar peak heights for the anodic and cathodic currents.
There is a small difference between the height of the peaks
for the first and second scans when the scan is repeated on

the same mercury drop, which implied that the reduction
product must still be complexed and remain adsorbed on the
electrode. As the scan rate was increased, the cathodic peak

becomes progressively rounded, which suggested that the
reduction was less reversible than the oxidation step.

The reduction current obtained during the cathodic scan
was greatly increased in the presence of bromate, as shown in

Figure 52b, whereas the peak in anodic scan showed a cathodic-

like shape. This difference in cyclic voltammograms reflected
catalytic effect of bromate. At a more negative potential, the
Mo(V) generated at the electrode surface was immediately

reoxidized by bromate to Mo(VI). The reduction of bromate,
therefore, became much easier with molybdenum as an

intermediate reagent. As a result of the oxidation by bromate,
Mo(VI) was the major species at the electrode surface, so the
net current was cathodic when during the scan in a positive
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50 nA

Potential (V)
Figure 52. Cyclic voltammograms of molybdenum(VI) with
DHN (a)before and (b)after the addition of bromate. Scan

1 was preceded by 1-min stirred adsorption at -0.05 V,

followed immediately by scan 2. 200 nM Mo(VI), 1 mH DHN,
5 mH bromate, and scan rate was 50 mV/s.
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direction. The next scan, similar to Figure 52a, produced a

slightly lower peak current due to product diffusion away from
the electrode surface. The negative peak potential shift and

the appearance of a cathodic peak on the positive-going scan
are diagnostic for a catalytic reaction coupled with
consecutive charge transfers133.

The effect of bromate was also studied using LSV. The
reduction current for Mo(VI) increased nonlinearly as the scan
rate changed from 10 to 500 mV/s (Figure 53). The nonlinear

behavior was caused by the slow kinetics of Mo(V) oxidation by
bromate on the electrode surface, and hence less Mo(VI) was

available for the electrode reduction. As a result, a smaller
catalytic current was observed than that expected at a faster
scan rate. This suggested the reduction current was controlled
by the reaction rate of Mo(V) with bromate. The catalytic
mechanism was further characterized by the method of Nicholson

and Sha in137. Figure 54 shows that the current function (peak
current/square root of the scan root) is inversely

proportional to the scan rate, which also suggested an EC

catalytic mechanism.
Based on these experimental results, the possible
reaction mechanism is that the Mo(VI) formed a complex with

DHN in the bulk solution, after which the complex was
accumulated onto the mercury electrode at -0.05 V. The Mo(VI)

is reduced to Mo(V) via one-electron transfer during the

potential scan. At the same time, two protons convert an oxo
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Figure 53. Effect of LS scan rate on the peak current of
Mo(VI)—DHN complex in the presence of bromate. 100 nM
Mo(VI), 1 mM DHN, 30 mM bromate, pH 4.7, -0.05 V

adsorption potential, and 10 sec adsorption time.
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Figure 54. Variation of current function with LS scan
rate for Mo(VI)-DHN complex in the presence bromate.
Current function is peak current/square root of scan

rate. The other conditions are the same as Figure 53.
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group to a coordinated water molecule which is replaced by
bromate165* 166. Oxidation by bromate caused the regeneration of
Mo(VI) at the electrode surface, which formed a catalytic

cycle to magnify the reduction current
Mo02(OH)42- + 2H2DHN - M002(DHN)22- + 4H2O

(5.1)

Mo02(DHN)22’ + 2H+ + e" -*

(5.2)

Mo0(H20) (DHN)2- + BrO3-

-

MoO(H20) (DHN)/
MoO(Br03) (DHN)22- + H2O

Mo0(Br03) (DHN)22- - Mo02(DHN)22‘ + BrO2*

(5.3)
(5.4)

Square Wave Catalytic Stripping Voltammetry
A poorly defined reduction peak for Mo(VI)-DHN complex
was obtained in the presence of bromate using LSV as a result

of the background current and catalytic effect of bromate.

This resulted in very low sensitivity. The response was much
improved with differential pulse (DP) potential modulation;
however, the diffusion current of bromate was also increased,

but it was comparatively smaller as a result of its poor

reversibility.

Square wave(SW) voltage modulation gave a

similar response but the peak current increased by 64%
compared to DP. Therefore, SW modulation was used to determine

the optimum conditions for the voltammetric study of Mo(VI).
Frequency

The effect of varying frequency revealed that the peak
current was constant from 10 to 70 Hz, and decreased slightly

with increasing square wave frequency (Figure 55). Such
unusual behavior was due to the kinetics of the oxidation of
molybdenum(V) by bromate, which has also been shown in the
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Figure 55. Effect of SW frequency on the (e)peak current
and (▼)peak potential of Mo(VI). 0.2 nM Mo(VI), 1 mM DHN,

30 mM bromate, pH 4.7, -0.05 V adsorption potential, and

1 min adsorption time.
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catalytic reduction of vanadium in Chapter IV. An effective

scan rate of 100 mV/s (50 Hz frequency and 2 mV step
potential) was selected for all subsequent experiments.

BH

The mechanism proposed implied that both the complexation

and catalytic reactions were influenced by pH. The overall
effect of pH on the reduction current is shown in Figure 56.
At a high value of pH (>5.5) the reduction peak disappeared

due to inhibition of catalytic effect. The peak current

increased as the pH was lowered and was the greatest at pH 4.
It decreased below pH 4 due to protonation of the DHN and the
effect on complexation.

It was also found that reduction of Mo(VI) could be
catalytically enhanced by bromate in an acidic solution in the

absence of DHN, which resulted in the second maximum at about

pH 3. However, the voltammetric response at that pH was not
useful because it increased nonlinearly with the molybdenum

concentration.
The peak potential shifted in a negative direction, from
-0.21 V at pH 2.7 to -0.36 V at pH 5.4, because of the

diminished proton competition for the hydroxy groups of the
DHN. It was found that the baseline was improved by using an

acetate buffer at pH 4.7 because of lower bromate diffusion

current,and a O.OIM acetate buffer (pH 4.7) was selected for
the optimum analytical condition.
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Figure 56. Effect of pH on the (*)peak current and
(▼)peak potential of Mo(VI). The other conditions are the

same as Figure 55.
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2.3-Dihvdroxvnaphathlene(DHN)

As expected, the voltammetric response of Mo(VI) was

dependent on the DHN concentration, which is shown in Figure
57. For a 1-min adsorption period, the reduction current of
Mo(VI)-DHN complex in the presence of bromate at pH 4.7

increased with the DHN concentration until ca. 1-3 x io-3 M. It

then decreased as the DHN concentration was increased farther.
The response at high DHN concentration was the result of the
competition of the free ligand for the electrode surface, it
was noted that the peak potential shifted with increasing DHN

concentration, initially in a positive direction due to the

complexation of molybdenum ion by DHN, and thereafter, in a
negative direction owing to the more stable complex. The

optimal concentration of DHN was chosen as 1 x 10'3 M for all
subsequent experiments.

Bromate
The effect of NaBrO3 concentration on the reduction
current for the Mo(VI)-DHN complex is illustrated in Figure
58. The peak current was greatly enhanced by the addition of

bromate up to ca. 30 nM. Thereafter the increase magnitude

caused by catalytic effect diminished. The sensitivity with a
1-min adsorption period increased from 1.8 A/M at 0 M bromate

to 930 A/M at 30 mM bromate. At higher bromate concentrations,

the reduction current increased gradually, but the baseline
became too steep caused by a larger diffusion current of

bromate. The optimal bromate concentration was chosen as 30 mM
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Figure 57. Effect of DHN concentration on the (*)peak

current and (v)peak potential of Mo(VI). The other
conditions are the same as Figure 55.
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(▼)potential of Mo(VI). The other conditions are the same
as Figure 55.
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to obtain a smooth baseline for determination of trace Mo(VI),
though the sensitivity was slightly lower than that of a
higher concentration (85% of that at 0.IM bromate). The peak
shifted to more negative potentials with increased bromate

concentration, which was similar to that observed in V(V)-DHN

complex (see Chapter IV).

Adsorption potential
In solution, the electrode bears a charge that is
dependent on both the applied potential and the solution

components. As discussed in Chapter I, electrostatic
interaction as well as electrode reaction are both affected by

adsorption potential and need to be considered in order to

find the optimum adsorption potential. Under the conditions
described earlier, the stirred adsorption was carried out for

1 min followed by a 10-s quite time. The SWCSV scan was then
initiated from -0.05 V and the results are shown in Figure 59.
The reduction current was nearly constant at >-0.6 V, except
for a minimum point at -0.3 V (Mo(VI) peak potential), which

indicated that the reduction product was still absorbed at the
electrode surface. The peak current decreased slowly until
-0.8 V, which was probably the result of electrostatic

repulsion between the negatively-charged electrode and anionic

reduction products (see above). The molybdenum peak

disappeared completely at ca. -0.8 V because most bromate had

been reduced to bromide at that potential, and was, therefore,
not available for the catalytic reaction of Mo(V) on the
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Figure 59. Effect of adsorption potential on the (e)

current and (▼) peak potential of Mo(VI). The other

conditions are the same as Figure 55.
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electrode. The highest peak current was obtained at an

adsorption potential > -0.2 V. since the reduction peak
potential of the Mo(VI)-DHN complex is located at about -0.3 V

the optimal adsorption potential was chose as -0.05 V.

Adsorption time

The effect of adsorption time on voltammetric response of

0.2 nM Mo(VI) in 1 mM DHN and 30 mM bromate is shown in Figure
60. The reduction current increased linearly with the
adsorption time to ca. 1 min, and then diminished at longer

times. For the low concentration, the depression of the
current at longer adsorption times must be caused by

competitive adsorption of the free ligand, rather then
saturation by the complex itself. The accumulation of more
ligand on the electrode surface made the Mo(VI)-DHN complex
more stable, which was implied by the fact that the negative
peak potential shift at longer adsorption times. Though the

use of a long adsorption time could enhance the peak current
in AdSV, this is not suitable for the determination of analyte

associated with a large amount of organic surfactant(see
below).

Analytical Aspects
Detection limit
The present method combines adsorption of Mo(VI)-DHN

complex with catalytic effect of bromate and provides a
sensitive method. Its capability for the determination of
picomolar Mo(VI) is shown in Figure 61 where Mo(VI) is added
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Figure 60. Effect of adsorption time on the («)peak
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Figure 61. Voltammograms of Mo(VI) obtained using
catalytic SWAdSV.

(1)blank; (2-6)addition of 10, 20, 30,

40, and 50 pM Mo(V) to (1), respectively. 1 mM DHN, 30 mM
bromate, pH 4.7, -0.05 adsorption potential, and 1 min

adsorption time.
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consecutively in 10-pM intervals.

The detection limit of the method for Mo(VI) was
estimated from repeat measurements of 50 pM Mo(VI) in 0.1 M

NaCl solution. With the optimized conditions and 1-min
adsorption time, the relative standard deviation of the

measurement was 4% (n=7) and the detection limit was
calculated as 6 pM based on 3a. The detection limit could be
further decreased by extending the adsorption time.

Difficulty in obtaining a lower detection limit was
caused by reagent blank. The reagents were found about 170 pM
molybdenum, mainly from bromate and acetate buffer solutions,

so they needed to be purified before the use. Most of the
contaminants were eliminated by passing the bromate and buffer

solutions through a column packed with Chelex-100 resin. After
the treatment the residual concentration was below the

detection limit.
The relative standard deviation for the measurement of 1

nM Mo(VI) was 1% (n=7).
Linear range

The linear calibration range of Mo(VI) is dependent on
the adsorption isotherms and the catalytic reaction rate of
the complex. Experimentally, the range is controlled by

adsorption time and stirring mode, which is demonstrated in
Figure 62. With a stirred adsorption time of 1 min the peak
current increased linearly with Mo(VI) concentration from 10

pM to 2 nM. The initial linear portion of the calibration plot
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Figure 62. Peak current as a function of Mo(VI)
concentration for 1-min stirring preconcentration. 1 mM
DHN, pH 4.8, 30 mM bromate, and -0.05 V adsorption

potential.
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yielded a slope of 770 A/M (#=0.999). The lower sensitivity at
high concentration of Mo(VI) was not caused by the saturation
of the electrode surface, since the concentration (io9 M) was
well below the saturation level (io7 - 10* M). Rather, it was
probably due to the decreased bromate concentration at the

electrode surface due to the reduction by more Mo(V). Hence,

minimizing the adsorption of Mo(VI) would lead to an extension
of the linear range, which could be achieved through a short
adsorption time or a non-stirred adsorption mode. For

instance, the peak current increased linearly to about 10 nM
with 10-s adsorption. If the lO-s adsorption was carried out

in a non-stirred mode, the range was linear up to 5 x io8 M as

shown in Figure 63. If the concentration of Mo(VI) is higher
than 3 nM the catalytic effect of bromate is not necessary.

Interferences
The major interferences in AdSV are those adsorbed on the
electrode surface and blocking the analyte adsorption. As

before, this was evaluated with fulvic acid (FA), sodium

dodecylsulphate (SDS), dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride
(DTAC), and Triton X-100 added to the solution containing 0.2

nM Mo(VI). These model compounds were all found to interfere
with Mo(VI) analysis. The Mo peak was depressed 50% by 0.26

ppm (parts per million) FA, 2.5 ppm SDS, 0.17 ppm DTAC, and

0.64 ppm Triton X-100. Among those surfactants, the cationic
DTAC caused a considerable decrease of Mo(VI) peak, and an

increase in the slope of the baseline due to the positive
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Figure 63. Peak current as a function of Mo(VI)
concentration for 10-s non-stirred preconcentration. 1 mM

DHN, pH 4.8, 30 mH bromate, and -0.05 V adsorption
potential.
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shift of bromate peak. Nevertheless, molybdenum could still be
quantified by the method of standard addition.
The adsorption time was also important for the effect of

the surfactant as shown in Figure 64. The effect was less
pronounced when a shorter adsorption period was used, because

the mercury drop was not fully covered by the surfactant.
Therefore, the use of longer adsorption times in order to

lower the detection limit is not appropriate for a sample

containing these types of interferences. However, the peak
current was greatly enhanced by catalytic effect, and it is

therefore possible to use a shorter adsorption time in order

to minimize this interference .

The possible interference of some metal ions was tested
by adding various ions to a solution of 0.2 nM Mo(VI). The

results are listed in Table 7. There were no interferences
found for 100 nM concentration of Al, As(iii), As(V), cd, Co,

Cr(III), Cr(VI), Fe(II), Fe(IIl), Mn, Ni, Pb, ôe(IV), Be(VI),

and Zn. A Cu peak was present at -0.07 V, but this had no
effect on the measurement of Mo(VI) as Cu was reduced and

diffused into the mercury drop at the adsorption potential of
-0.05 V. Bi produced a small peak at ca. 0.13 V more positive

than that of Mo, which could be removed by addition of 5

jim

EDTA. Interferences from Bn and V, which reduced the

sensitivity of Mo(V) by ca. 21 and 65%, respectively, could

also be eliminated by the addition of EDTA. w was found to
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Figure 64. Effect of varying fulvic acid concentration on

the peak current of Mo(VI) at adsorption time of (e)i
min,

(■)2 min, and (▼)5 min. The other conditions are the

same as 61.
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Table 7. Effect of coexisting ion on SWAdSV peak current of

0.2 nM V(V). The other conditions are the same as Figure 61
Ion

Concentration

Peak current(%)

Mo6+

0.2 nM

100

ai3+

100 nM

92

As5+

100 nM

100

As3+

100 nM

100

Bi3 +

100 nM

112

Cd2+

100 nM

96

Co2+

100 nM

100

Cr6+

100 nM

100

Cr3*

100 nM

100

Cu2+

100 nM

100

Fe3+

100 nM

98

Mn2+

100 nM

95

Ni2+

100 nM

96

Pb2+

100 nM

100

Se6+

100 nM

104

Sn4+

100 nM

78

V5+

100 nM

33

W6+

100 nM

56

Zn2+

100 nM

94
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depress the height of Mo(VI) by about 44%, but its
concentration in natural water was usually very low and indeed

had no effect on the determination of molybdenum.

Application
The method was applied to the analyses of natural waters

from different sources without removal of interference. A

short time (10 s non-stirring) was sufficient for those
samples with molybdenum concentration from 1 to 5 nM. The

concentration in the original sample was determined by the

method of standard additions. The results of the water sample

analyses are listed in Table 9. The concentration of
molybdenum was 1.36 nM in rain water and 1.70 nM in tap water,

respectively. Although lake and river water samples contained

slightly higher amounts of molybdenum, 3.6 nM and 5.4 nM, the
sensitivity was lower due to the presence of organic matter.
Conclusions

In conclusion, Mo(VI) forms a 1:2 complex with DHN, which

is adsorbed and reduced in a one-electron step at the mercury
electrode surface. The reduction of the complex is reversible,

as revealed by the cyclic voltammograms. In the presence of

bromate, the reduction product, Mo(V), can be reoxidized to
Mo(VI), forming a catalytic reaction cycle. As a result, the
reduction current of the complex is greatly enhanced (500x).

This combination of two mechanisms provides a convenient
method for the measurement of molybdenum at the picomolar

level. The method is suitable for analyses of natural waters.
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Table 8. Determination of molybdenum in natural waters. The
other conditions are the same as Figure 61.

Sample

Mo concentration fnM)

Monongahela River water-1

5.2 ± 0.3

Monongahela River water-2

5.5 ± 0.1

Rain water-1

1.15 ± 0.07

Rain water-2

1.57 ± 0.06

Tap water-1

1.73 ± 0.06

Tap water-2

1.67 ± 0.09

Cheat Lake water

3.6 ± 0.1
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CHAPTER VI
THEORY OF COMPLEXING TITRATION

WITH ADSORPTIVE STRIPPING VOLTAMMETRY

Introduction

Natural waters contain a variety of metal-binding
ligands, including fulvic, humic and tannic acids, lignin, and

colloidal particles of oxides’67. Polluted water may contain
additional natural and artificial materials. The ligands are

usually well in excess of the metals present, and
determination of this excess "metal complexing capacity" is an
important water quality parameter. This is a measure of the

concentration of metals that can be discharged to a waterway
before the appearance of "free" metal ion.
Complexing capacity can be determined by titrating a

water sample with a metal ion. It reflects the concentration
of organic and inorganic substances in the water sample, both
soluble and colloidal, that can bind the metal ions. River

waters have a typical complexing capacity of 1-50 x 10*8 M
copper ion, whereas coastal water is about 2 x 1er8 m172- 168.

Methods based on different techniques have been utilized
to measure complexing capacity, including bioassay169

dialysis170, fluorescence spectrometry'7', ion-exchange172,
potentiometry173, chemical exchange174, amperometry175, and

voltammetry176. Of these methods, anodic stripping voltammetry
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(ASV) is the most used technique in which the voltammetric

current of the sample added with different metal ion standard
solution is measured until a turning point of the titration
curve is found177. The advantages of anodic stripping

voltammetry are very high sensitivity compared to other

techniques and its suitability for natural water samples. The
relationship between the current and the metal concentration
for a 1:1 complex has been described by Shuman178 as follows

4

^ML

\

(6.1)
ML

kml

where i is current, s is sensitivity; cM is the total

concentration of metal; CL is the total concentration of the

ligand in the sample, i.e., complexing capacity; and,

is

the conditional stability constant of the complex ML. The
complexing capacity can be obtained from the solution of

Equation 6.1 by nonlinear regression. A linear equation may
also be used for measuring the complexing capacity179:
Cyl

Cyl

J

CL

Ky^C^

(6.2)

where CM. is the concentration of free metal ion, which is

calculated from i/S. The slope of the plot of CM./ (CM-CM.) vs.
cm-

is related to the complexing capacity, cL.
There are several major drawbacks to ASV as discussed in

Chapter I. It responds to only a limited number of metal ions.
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The complex can also dissociate in the diffusion layer during
the plating procedure which will yield a low complexing
capacity. Organic materials adsorbed on the mercury electrode
may also depress the voltammetric response and cause
questionable results.

Adsorptive stripping voltammetry (AdSV) has been
developed as an alternative to ASV. A ligand is added to the

sample to form complex with metal of interest and the complex

is spontaneously adsorbed at the electrode surface during the
accumulation step. As the adsorption does not involve Faradaic

process, the disturbance caused by complex dissociation

(kinetic current) is eliminated. A major advantage of AdSV is
that many metals can be analyzed by selecting suitable

ligands, van den Berg's group has used this technique for
measuring the complexing capacity of sea water samples for
metals such as copper180, cobalt'8', nickel'82, and zinc'83. The
results are questionable because only those ligands with high

stability constant can be measured and the complexing capacity
changes with the ligands used in adsorptive stripping

voltammetry184. A theoretical treatment of this technique is

needed to further study the chemical equilibrium in the sample
and explain the results obtained by the adsorptive scheme.

Theory

A ligand, A, is added to the water sample which already

contains a natural ligand, L. Ligand A forms a complex with
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the metal of concern and, if the complex, MA, is electro
active, the system can be monitored by AdSV. In order to

simplify the discussion, 1:1 complex formation is assumed to
describe the system at equilibrium. As discussed in the

following section, this simple model is probably the most

suitable for a real system because the complicated complexing

ligands in the natural water and the uncertainty of current

measurement prevent analysis of more than two ligands

accurately.
Thsre are two major equilibria which exist in the system

M+L^ML

(6.3)

M + A^MA

(6.4)

and the following equations describe these equilibria

quantitatively

where

CML

= K MLCM’CU

(6.5)

Cma

=

k’macmca-

(6.6)

is the concentration of natural ligand complex;

is the conditional stability constant of equilibrium 6.3; cM.
is the concentration of uncomplexed metal, including free and

inorganic binding metal; CL. is the concentration of free
natural ligand;

is the concentration of added ligand

complex; K'^ is the conditional stability constant of

equilibrium 6.4; and, CA. is the concentration of free added

ligand. In AdSV, the detectable species is the ligand complex,
MA. Species not detected include the natural ligand complex
and the free metal.
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CL. is related to the concentration of total natural

ligand, CL, as follows

Cl> 1 +K/ulCu/

(6.7)

There is a similar relationship between free and total added

ligands

CA,=---------- ----------

(6.8)

1

In AdSV, the added ligand is usually in excess, i.e.,

only a small part of the ligand is complexed but most of the
metal is complexed. Therefore, there are two assumptions
CA “ CA-

(6.9)

CM ~ CMA + CML

(6.10)

Substituting Equation 6.5 into Equation 6.10 gives

Cm *

(6.11)

+ K'mlCm.Cl.

Incorporating Equations 6.7, 6.8, and 6.10 into Equation 6.11

gives

C>.‘C^—KulClC‘“

(6.12)

which is rearranged to generate a quadratic equation

K mi-Cma

mlcl

'maCa-K'MLCM) C^-K'mlCaCm=0

Equation 6.13 can be solved for

as follows

(6.13)
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ijcj

c^VCH-cL-£^y

\

K ML

K ML

te.»)

K ML

In AdSV, the reduction current i is measured to determine
the concentration of added ligand complex by

ma

(6.15)

s

So, Equation 6.14 becomes

(6.16)
K ml

X

K ml

k ml

This equation is similar to Equation 6.1 used in ASV, except
for the additional term of K', due to the presence of added
ligand. Equation 6.16 describes a general model for measuring

complexing capacity by using AdSV. The concentration of
natural ligand, i.e., the complexing capacity, can be obtained
by extrapolation from the data in the region of high

concentration of added metal to low concentration of metal to
obtain the X-interception. It can also be analyzed

by fitting

the metal concentration and stripping current data to Equation

6.16. The use of nonlinear regression requires proper

estimates of initial data for the variables, or the
mathematical procedure may not exhibit convergence.
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Discussion
Titration Curve

Equation 6.14 can be rearranged to a dimensionless
equation

(6-17)

K MLLL

L

K mlCl

C£

in order to study theoretical titration curves in Figure 65

which are obtained by plotting C^JC^ vs. CM/CL at different

ratios of K'^Cl/K'^Ca. The curve is similar to the curve
derived by Ruzic185 for ion-selective electrode or ASV methods,
but the shape in this model depends on the ratio of

K'mlCl/K'maCa, rather than K'^Cl.

The ability to extrapolate for the complexing capacity is
related to the ratio of

and the total metal

concentration. Figure 66 clearly indicates that the relative
deviation for direct measurement degrades with a smaller

ratio. In order to reduce the relative deviation to 5%, the
ratio of K'mlCl/K'maCa must be larger than 380 which is a

criterion for measuring complexing capacity at the turning

point on the titration curve. The curve with a low ratio of
K'mlCl/K'maCa is gradually close to that with a ratio of

infinity as the metal concentration increases. Hence, the

extrapolation can be carried out from a range of high metal
concentration if the natural ligand has a low K^Cl. This
range is also dependent on the ratio of K'MI
ML C,L /• K'„.c..
MA A
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5

Figure 65. Titration curves for 1:1 complex with

different ratios of K’^C^/K’^C^.

( 1) 0.001; (2)0.01;

(3) 0.1; (4) 10; (5) 100; and (6) 1000.
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Figure 66. Effect of K’^C^/K’^C^ on the relative

deviation of direct measurement of complexing capacity.
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Figure 67 shows that the lowest metal concentration at a

5%

level of relative deviation decreases with increasing

K zmlcl/K'maCa. For example, if KC values of natural and added
ligand are the same, the metal concentration for extrapolation

should be at least five times more than the natural ligand
concentration. As the KC of the natural ligand decreases to

one tenth of added ligand it requires metal concentration to
be 10-fold of the ligand concentration. Although extrapolation

can be still carried out from a higher concentration range for
the natural ligand with lower KC, random noise in the
determination of added ligand complex may lead to an
inaccurate result, and the linear or nonlinear fitting is more
useful for measuring complexing capacity.
Linear Method

Rearranging equation 6.12 yields

(6.18)

which can be rearranged to produce a linear equation
K'ha£a ( 1
Cm~Cma ~ K’mlCl Q

Cha

(6.19)

Equation 6.19 is similar to Equation 6.2 except for the
additional term K'^C*.

Substituting Equation 6.15 into Equation 6.19 gives
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Figure 67. Minimum metal concentration for extrapolation

as a function of K’^/K’^ma.
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i _ K'maCa + 1 .
SCM i K,mlCl SCLl

(6.20)

A plot of i/(SCM-i) vs. i with added metal, cM, would be a
straight line and the slope is related to the complexing
capacity, while the Y-interception represents the KC ratio

between natural and added ligands.
This linear relationship can be used to calculate the

complexing capacity directly form the slope. The metal
concentration suitable for that purpose is close to the
natural ligand concentration, as seen in Figure 68. It

actually does not depend on a range of high metal

concentration for measuring complexing capacity, when a
natural ligand has a low KC. On the contrary, at a high metal
concentration a small fluctuation in the measurement of added
ligand complex often causes a large relative deviation of

Cma/ (Cm-CmJ • Such deviation becomes severe as noise level
increases. The effects of metal concentration and noise on the
linear method are shown in Figure 69. If the KC value of added
ligand is available, the conditional stability constant can be

calculated from the intercept. Besides, it also avoids the
problem caused by initial approximation in nonlinear fitting.
The success of linear method still depends on the value
of k'mlCl.

The added ligand with a large KC would take most

metal ions, e.g., C^»CM, causing a smaller value of cM - c^
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Figure 68. Linear method for measuring complexing

capacity. CL=2 x lO’M; KMLCl<t/KMAcMA-l; noise=0.01.
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compared to C^. A slight change in CM -

therefore, can

induce a large difference in C^/(CM - C^) in Equation 6.19.
For example, the linear method fails in obtaining a reliable

result if K'mlCl/K'j^C^O. 1 at a noise level of 0.05 (Figure
70) .
In experiments, Equation 6.20 instead of 6.19 is applied
to treating titration data. Sensitivity, S, is calibrated
usually by standard addition at high concentration of metal
ions where all natural ligands are saturated. For samples

containing too much ligand, the metal concentration should be

very high to obtain the sensitivity, which could be beyond the

linear range of cathodic stripping voltammetry. In this
situation, the samples must be diluted to reduce the ligand
concentration or the adsorption mode must be changed to
increase the upper limit of the voltammetric response.
Addition of metal ions to a blank solution such as uv-

irradiated water is not recommended for measuring sensitivity,
since surface-active or other materials in the sample affect

the current magnitude.

Nonlinear Regression
The complexing capacity and stability constant of a
natural ligand can be analyzed by fitting the stripping

current, i, and total metal concentration, CM, to Equation

6.16. The nonlinear regression needs no prior knowledge of
sensitivity which can be obtained as the third constant in

Equation 6.16. As a result, it is unnecessary to perform
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Figure 70. Linear method for measuring complexing
capacity. CL=2 x 10»M; K^C^/K^C^-0.1; noise=0.05.
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titration at high metal concentration to obtain an upper
slope. But all the constants should be initiated properly in

order to reach a convergent result.

Artificial data were generated with different ratios of

K’mlCl/K’maCa to examine its effect on the final result. Random
Gaussian noise at 1% and 5% levels is added to simulate the

real signal. Then the CM (total metal concentration)and i

(current) are first fitted to Equation 6.16 by a nonlinear
regression program (Levenberg-Marquardt method). The results
of theoretical and calculated data are listed in Table 9. The

estimations of CL and K’^Cl/K’^Ca are reliable when the ratio
of K'mlCl/K’maC* is larger than 0.1. But such reliability
decreases at KC ratio of 0.1 with RSD of -40%. With the KC

ratio decreasing to less than 0.01 the estimation of CL is not
acceptable even at low level of noise, whereas K’mlCl/K 1

is

still close to the theoretical value. By using adsorptive
stripping voltammetric method, therefore, the added ligand

should have low KC value compared to that of natural ligand in

order to obtain a reliable result for complexing capacity.
Titration of Multiple Ligands

The complexing capacity of a sample can be the result of
the formation of a series of 1:1 complexes with different

ligands and correspondingly different stabilities. If the
relevant stability constants are sufficiently different, there

is a chance that this can be observed from the direct
titration curves. If the ligands in question can be divided in
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Table 9. Effect of varying K’^cjK’on the estimation of cL
and

K mlcl/k’maca by nonlinear regression. CL = 50 nm; S = 1

A/M; n = 20.

KLmiÇiÏKLmaC.U theory )

CL. (est.)

K—mijQi( est. )

1% noise

50.0 ± 0.2

10.0 ± 0.1

5% noise

50.0 ± 0.9

10.1 ± 0.3

1% noise

50.1 ± 1.2

1.00 ± 0.01

5% noise

49.8 ± 6.2

1.02 ± 0.07

1% noise

49.0 ± 17.3

0.100 ± 0.002

5% noise

41.2 ± 23.2

0.106 ± 0.012

10

1

0.1

1% noise

- 2645 - 205

0.011 ± 0.003

0.01
5% noise

N/A

N/A
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several groups of relatively similar stabilities, one can use

the model of the formation of several 1:1 complexes which can
be described by

Cm=cm«(1+s

KmjPa + Cha

KML,CL,

(6.21)

CLt

Theoretically, the metal-binding capacity and KC ration of

each ligand can be obtained by fitting CM and

into

Equation 6.21 using nonlinear regression (C^ is an
independent variable). But this method is very sensitive to
the choice of initial estimates of the constants. Also, a

large number of data pairs are required as the more ligands

are included in the analysis.
During the experiment it was found that, due to an ill

condition of linear equations in nonlinear regression
procedure, a small deviation of the titration data can cause

divergence in calculation with multiple unknowns, which

actually excludes accurate fitting of more than one ligand.

Secondly, because metal concentration is usually lower than
ligand concentration in natural water, complex with one ligand
is predominant over the range of metal concentration studied.
Therefore, the titration data is often fitted with only one

ligand to simplify calculation process.
Although the titration data is arbitrarily fitted into a

nonlinear equation for one ligand, the effect of other ligands
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on the final result needs investigation for understanding the

real meaning of complexing capacity. The results based on a
series of artificial data from a two-ligand model are shown in
Tables 10 and 11. For both ligands at the same concentration

level, the complexing capacity is about the addition of each
ligand's with relative deviation between o and 30% (Table 10)

only after they can be determined individually. If one ligand

exists in excess, the complexing capacity is predominantly
contributed by this ligand and less affected by the other one,
as shown in Table 11. At this, the relative deviations fall
within the range of 1-19%. So, multiple ligands in the sample
have no significant impact on one-ligand model for the
measurement of complexing capacity but result in an error for

estimate of stability constant.

Conclusions
A mathematical model is established for adsorptive
stripping voltammetry to determine complexing capacity and

metal speciation. The complexing capacity can be directly
measured from the titration curve if the stability constant of
natural ligand is very large (K’^Cl/k’> 380).

Extrapolation can be employed for the system with a low ratio

of K’mlCl/K’^C* (>1) , but it requires a metal concentration at
least fivefold of the ligand concentration. This condition is

eliminated in the linear method, whereas the ratio of
k’mlcl/k’maca

should still be larger than one. The advantage of
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Table 10. Ligand concentration and stability constant of a
two-ligand system obtained using one-ligand model. KMAcA=10;
cli=Cl2=1

^Ll

1 X 108

x 10"8 M; S=1 A/M; and n=2 0.

%ML1

1 X 109

(-L2

^ML2

Cu+Cl2 ( GSt. )

KML<est.)

1 X 105

1.01 X 10*8

0.99 X ÎO9

1 X 106

1.01 X 108

0.99 X 109

1 X 107

1.01 x 108

0.99 x ÎO9

1 X 10®

1.58 x IO"8

0.62 x 109

1 X 109

2.00 x 108

1.00 X 109

1 X IO10

1.83 X 108

0.42 X IO10

1 X 10"

1.66 x IO"8

0.19 x 1011

1 X 1012

1.60 x 10 8

0.70 X 10"

1 X 108
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Table 11. Ligand concentration and stability constant of a
two-ligand system obtained using one-ligand model. KMACA=10;

CL1=1 x 108 M; CL1=2 x 10"7M; S=1 A/M; and n=20.

CLl

1 X 10"®

^MLl

1 X 10’

<-L2

^ML2

(est. )

KMb(est. )

1 X 105

1.00 X 10"®

1.00 X 10’

1 X 106

1.00 X 10®

0.98 X 10’

1 X 107

1.14 x 10®

0.75 X 10’

1 X 10®

1.70 x 10"7

0.15 x 10’

1 X 10’

2.09 x ÎO7

1.00 x 10’

1 X IO10

2.05 x ÎO7

0.94 x IO10

1 X 1011

2.00 x 107

0.91 x 10"

1 X 1012

1.99 x ÎO7

0.81 x 1012

2 X 10*7
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nonlinear regression includes tolerance of low K * mlCl/K ’

(>0.1) and lack of necessity for determining sensitivity in
high metal concentration. It is also found that multiple

ligands have a small effect on the measurement of complexing
capacity with the proposed one—ligand model. But

interpretation of the stability constant in a solution with
more than one ligand should be done with caution, especially
when those ligands have similar concentrations. Therefore, the

complexing capacity obtained by using adsorptive stripping
voltammetry only represents those ligands with large stability
constants as the weak complex is completely dissociated in the
presence of excess added ligand. A suitable ligand for this

technique should have a very low stability constant but still

form an electroactive complex with the metal of interest.
Nevertheless, the results obtained are obviously useful for
the investigation of metal speciation. The promising aspect of
this technique is discrimination of metal species by using the

i^-ÇTands with different metal—binding capability.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY

Cathodic stripping voltammetric (CSV) methods for the
determination of As(III) and Se(IV) at sub-nanomolar levels
has been investigated. Adsorptive accumulation was coupled
with a catalytic effect and square wave voltammetry (SWV) to

increase the analytical sensitivity for AdSV of V(V) and
Mo(VI). These methods were also demonstrated to be capable of

measuring these elements in natural waters.
The use of SWV gave better sensitivity than LSV, and

better than or similar sensitivity to DPV. For example, the
peak current obtained by SWV is 150 and 137% of that obtained

by LSV and DPV for Se(IV), and 192% and 164% for Mo(VI). The
ability to use fast scan speed rates was demonstrated to

significantly improve the methods for Se(IV) and As(III), but
has a less pronounced effect for V(V) and Mo(VI) because of
the slow reaction kinetics. It was concluded that SWV is the

most sensitive technique in CSV, although its ability to
increase sensitivity is limited in the catalytic system.

In addition to LSV and CV, SWV was found to be very
useful in the study of the reaction mechanism. The reduction

of a deposit of cuprous selenide is reversible and the product
is hydrogen selenide which diffuses away from the electrode.
The electrode reduction of cuprous arsenide was irreversible
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due to slow kinetics in the formation of cuprous arsenide. The
stoichiometric composition of the Cu-As deposit was found to
depend on the concentration ratio of arsenic and copper at the
electrode surface. For the 1-min deposition time and 0.8 mM

copper concentration, the composition of the deposit was found

to be Cu3As. The three electrons were transferred during the
stripping step.

While Se(IV) and As(III) formed electrogenerated
compounds with copper at the electrode surface, v(V) and
Mo(VI) were complexed with 2,3-dihydroxy-naphthalene (DHN)

prior to adsorption on the electrode. These complexes were

found to have compositions of VO2(DHN)" and MO2(DHN)22,
respectively, and were adsorbed at the mercury electrode

surface. It was concluded that the adsorption (deposition) of
the surface-active complex afforded a good way to concentrate

the analyte at the electrode and improve the sensitivity.
The addition of bromate interrupted the continuous
reduction of the (V)- and Mo(V)-DHN complexes at the

electrode. Detailed reaction mechanisms were proposed to
describe the catalytic effect of bromate. This was determined

from CV and LSV where the peak currents were dependent on the

scan rate and the pH. Combination of the catalytic effect with

complex adsorption enhanced the reduction currents by 100 and
500 times for the V(V)- and Mo(VI)-DHN complexes,

respectively.

Various instrumental and chemical parameters were
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investigated and optimized for the SWCSV methods for the
measurements of Se(IV), As(III), V, and Mo. The sensitivities
were found to be 57, 410, 140, and 770 A/M and the detection

limits were found to be 0.15, 0.2, 0.015, and 0.006 nM for

these elements. The corresponding linear ranges were 0.15—

1000, 0.2-8, 0.05-4, and 0.01 to 2 nm, respectively. The
relative standard deviations of the measurements were

estimated to be 10, 7, 1, and 1% at 1 nM concentrations.
Surface-active interferences were evaluated throughly
with different types of surfactants . The surfactant

concentrations that caused 50% peak current suppression were
found to range from 0.2 to 0.8 mg/L. The interferences became

larger at longer adsorption times. It can be concluded that
extending the adsorption time to lower the detection limit is

not suitable for a sample containing such materials. Some

surfactants were found to have positive effects on the
reduction current. For example, dodecyltrimethylammonium

chloride (DTAC) increased the peak height of V(V) by 300% and

fulvic acid increased the As(III) peak height by 125%,

although the mechanism for this type of enhancement is still
unknown. This unique effect could be exploited to further

extend the analytical advantage of the CSV methods in the
future.

A number of metal and complexing ligands were also

investigated for their possible interference. Most metal ions
were either had no effect or their interference was less
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severe at low concentration. The applications of these methods
to natural waters indicated that the elements could be
quantified without interference removal using the method of
standard addition.
Analyses of various water samples for Se(IV), As(III),

V(V), and Mo(VI) at sub-nanomolar and nanomolar levels were
easily performed. Natural water samples from Morgantown, WV,

were found to contain <0.15 nM Se(IV), -0.9 nM As(IIl), ~o.2

nM V(V), and - 3-5 nM Mo(VI).
Finally, a mathematical model was developed to determine

the complexing capacity of natural waters using CSV. This

theoretical study found that the direct measurement was only
suitable for natural ligands with very large stability
constants (K’^Cl/K’^Ca > 380) . Extrapolation and a linear

regression method were used for the ligands with large
stability constants (K’mlCl/K’maCa >1) , and nonlinear regression

was needed for the ligands with mild stability constants

(K

mlPl/K ma^a

>0.1). One-ligand model could be used for the

measurement of complexing capacity for a multiple-ligand
sample, but it might give a meaningless result for stability

constant. It was concluded that a good ligand for the CSV
titration should have a low stability constant and the
complexing capacity obtained by this technique reflects the

concentration of those ligands with mild or large stability
constants. The identification and use of different ligands to
study metal speciation is needed for future study.
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ABSTRACT
SQUARE WAVE CATHODIC(ADSORPTIVE) STRIPPING VOLTAMMETRY OF

SELENIUM, ARSENIC, VANADIUM, AND MOLYBDENUM

The determination of selenium(IV), arsenic(III),

vanadium(V), and molybdenum(VI) at sub-nanomolar to picomolar
levels has been investigated with square wave cathodic stripping

voltammetry (SWCSV) and square wave adsorptive stripping

voltammetry (SWAdSV). Se(IV) and As(III) form intermetallic
compounds with copper and are deposited at a hanging mercury drop

electrode (HMDE). V(V) and Mo(V) form dihydroxynaphthalene (DHN)
complexes which can be adsorbed at an HMDE. The reduction
currents for the complexes are greatly enhanced by coupling a
catalytic effect of bromate, and reaction mechanisms are
reported. Generally, square wave voltammetry gives either better
or similar sensitivity to linear scan and differential pulse

voltammetry. High SW frequency can significantly increase the
sensitivities for Be(IV) and As(iii), but it has less of an

effect for V(V) and Mo(VI). The latter is probably due to the

slow reaction kinetics.
Instrumental and chemical parameters have been thoroughly

investigated and optimized to develop SW methods for the

measurements of Se(IV), As(lll), V(V), and Mo(VI). The methods
developed give detection limits of 0.15, 0.2, 0.015, and 0.006 nM

and sensitivities of 57, 410, 140, and 770 A/M for these
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elements, respectively. The linear concentration ranges are 0.15

1000, 0.2-8, 0.05-4, and 0.01-2 nM. Relative standard deviations
corresponding to these methods are 10, 7, 1, and 1% at the 1 nM

level. Various substances have also been tested as possible

interferences and the effects of surface-active materials are
exaggerated at longer adsorption times. All of methods are able

to determine these elements in uncontaminated natural waters.
A theoretical model based on ligand competition has been
proposed to define the complexing capacity and metal speciation

in natural waters. Extrapolation and linear regression can detect

the natural ligands with large stability constants (K'^Cl/K'^Ca
>1), but nonlinear regression is suited to those ligands with
mild stability constants (K'mjCl/K'maCa >0.1) .
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